
Egypt ian Muhaddith, printed this book along with his commentary on it  
and called it  Al-Ba'th Al-Hathfth f i Sharh Mukhtasar ` Ulum Al-Hadith. 

 

11- As-Sfrah An-Nabawiyyah, which is contained in his book Al-
Biddyah, and both of these books are in print . 

 

12- A research on Jihad called Al-Ij t ihad ft  Talabi Al-Jihad, which was 
printed several t imes. 

Ibn Kathir's Death 

 

Al-Hafiz Ibn Haj ar Al-Asgalani said, "Ibn Kathir lost  his sight  j ust  before 
his life ended. He died in Damascus in 774 H." May Allah grant  mercy 
upon Ibn Kathir and make him among the residents of His Paradise. 

             

 

 

The Tafsir of Surat  Al-Fat ihah (Chapter 1) 

Which was revealed in Makkah 

 

The Meaning of Al-Fatihah and its Various Name 

 

 

This Surah is called Al-Fat ihah, that  is, the Opener of the Book, the Surah with which prayers 
are begun. It  is also called, Umm Al-Kitab (the Mother of the Book), according to the majority 
of the scholars. In an authent ic Hadith recorded by At -Tirmidhi, who graded it  Sahih, Abu 
Hurayrah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  
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»⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ぶ ∠ゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ャゅ∠バ∇ャや ぁュ⊥ぺ ⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ぁュ⊥ぺ∠ヱ ⌒ゆゅ∠わ⌒ム∇ャや 

⊥ノ∇らｚジャや∠ヱ ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ん∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや∠ヱ ⊥ユΒ⌒ヌ∠バ∇ャや«  

(Al-Hamdu lillahi Rabbil-` Alamin is the Mother of the Qur'an, the Mother of the Book, and the 
seven repeated Ayat  of the Glorious Qur'an.)  

It  is also called Al-Hamd and As-Salah, because the Prophet  said that  his Lord said,  

»⊥ろ∇ヨ∠ジ∠ホ ∠りゅ∠ヤｚダャや ヶ⌒レ∇Β∠よ ∠リ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ∩⌒リ∇Β∠ヘ∇ダ⌒ル や∠ク⌒み∠プ 

∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ギ∇ら∠バ∇ャや:ぶ⌒キ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや あゆ∠ケ ∩∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ャゅ∠バ∇ャや ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ぶや :

ヶ⌒ル∠ギ⌒ヨ∠ェ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ«  

(` The prayer (i.e., Al-Fat ihah) is divided into two halves between Me and My servants. ' When 
the servant  says, ` All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of existence,' Allah says, 'My servant  has 
praised Me.')  

Al-Fat ihah was called the Salah, because recit ing it  is a condit ion for the correctness of Salah - 
the prayer. Al-Fat ihah was also called Ash-Shifa' (the Cure).  

It  is also called Ar-Ruqyah (remedy), since in the Sahih, there is the narrat ion of Abu Sa` id 
telling the the story of the Companion who used Al-Fat ihah as a remedy for the t ribal chief who 
was poisoned. Later, the Messenger of Allah said to a Companion,  

»ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠マΑ⌒ケ∇ギ⊥Α ゅ∠ヰｚル∠ぺ ∀る∠Β∇ホ⊥ケ«  

(How did you know that  it  is a Ruqyah)  

Al-Fat ihah was revealed in Makkah as Ibn ` Abbas, Qatadah and Abu Al-` Aliyah stated. Allah 
said,  

ぴ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠マ⇒∠レ∇Β∠ゎや¬ ゅ⇔バ∇ら∠シ ∠リあョ ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ん∠ヨ∇ャやび  

(And indeed, We have bestowed upon you the seven Mathani) (seven repeatedly recited 
verses), (i.e. Surat  Al-Fat ihah) (15:87). Allah knows best .  

ous Names 
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How many Ayat does Al-Fatihah contain 

 

There is no disagreement  over the view that  Al-Fat ihah contains seven Ayat . According to the 
majority of the reciters of Al-Kufah, a group of the Companions, the Tabi` in, and a number of 
scholars from the successive generat ions, the Bismillah is a separate Ayah in it s beginning. We 
will ment ion this subj ect  again soon, if  Allah wills, and in Him we t rust . 

The Number of Words and Letters in Al-Fatihah 

The scholars say that  Al-Fat ihah consists of twenty-f ive words, and that  it  contains one hundred 
and thirteen let ters 

 

The Reason it is called Umm Al-Kitab 

In the beginning of the Book of Tafsir,  in his Sahih, Al-Bukhari said; "It  is called Umm Al-Kitab, 
because the Qur'an starts with it  and because the prayer is started by recit ing it . '' It  was also 
said that  it  is called Umm Al-Kitab, because it  contains the meanings of the ent ire Qur'an. Ibn 
Jarir said, "The Arabs call every comprehensive mat ter that  contains several specif ic areas an 
Umm. For instance, they call the skin that  surrounds the brain, Umm Ar-Ra's. They also call the 
f lag that  gathers the ranks of the army an Umm.'' He also said, "Makkah was called Umm Al-
Qura, (the Mother of the Villages) because it  is the grandest  and the leader of all villages. It  
was also said that  the earth was made start ing from Makkah.''  

Further, Imam Ahmad recorded that  Abu Hurayrah narrated about  Umm Al-Qur'an that  the 
Prophet  said,  

»∠ヶ⌒ワ ぁュ⊥ぺ ⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∠ヶ⌒ワ∠ヱ ⊥ノ∇らｚジャや ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ん∠ヨ∇ャや ∠ヶ⌒ワ∠ヱ ⊥ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや 

⊥ユΒ⌒ヌ∠バ∇ャや«  

(It  is Umm Al-Qur'an, the seven repeated (verses) and the Glorious Qur'an.)  

Also, Abu Ja` far, Muhammad bin Jarir At -Tabari recorded Abu Hurayrah saying that  the 
Messenger of Allah said about  Al-Fat ihah,  

»∠ヶ⌒ワ ぁュ⊥ぺ ⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∠ヶ⌒ワ∠ヱ ⊥る∠エ⌒ゎゅ∠プ ⌒ゆゅ∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ∠ヶ⌒ワ∠ヱ ⊥ノ∇らｚジャや 

ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ん∠ヨ∇ャや«  

(It  is Umm Al-Qur'an, Al-Fat ihah of the Book (the Opener of the Qur'an) and the seven repeated 
(verses).) 
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Virtues of Al-Fatihah 

Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal recorded in the Musnad that  Abu Sa` id bin Al-Mu` alla said, "I was 
praying when the Prophet  called me, so I did not  answer him unt il I f inished the prayer. I then 
went  to him and he said, (What  prevented you from coming) I said, 'O Messenger of Allah ! I 
was praying. ' He said, (` Didn't  Allah say),  

ぴゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ∇やヲ⊥らΒ⌒イ∠わ∇シや ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ⌒メヲ⊥シｚゲヤ⌒ャ∠ヱ や∠ク⌒ま 

∇ユ⊥ミゅ∠ハ∠キ ゅ∠ヨ⌒ャ ∇ユ⊥ムΒ⌒Β∇エ⊥Αび  

(O you who believe! Answer Allah (by obeying Him) and (His) Messenger when he () calls you to 
that  which gives you life) He then said,  

»∠マｚレ∠ヨあヤ∠ハ⊥ほ∠ャ ∠ユ∠ヌ∇ハ∠ぺ ∃り∠ケヲ⊥シ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∠モ∇ら∠ホ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠ァ⊥ゲ∇ガ∠ゎ 

∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ギ⌒イ∇ジ∠ヨ∇ャや«  

(I will teach you the greatest  Surah in the Qur'an before you leave the Masj id.) He held my 
hand and when he was about  to leave the Masj id, I said, ` O Messenger of Allah! You said: I will 
teach you the greatest  Surah in the Qur'an. ' He said, (Yes.)  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび   

(Al-Hamdu lillahi Rabbil-` Alamin)''  

»∇ユ∠バ∠ル ∠ヶ⌒ワ ⊥ノ∇らｚジャや ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ん∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや∠ヱ ⊥ユΒ⌒ヌ∠バ∇ャや ヵ⌒グｚャや 

⊥ヮ⊥わΒ⌒ゎヱ⊥ぺ«  

(It  is the seven repeated (verses) and the Glorious Qur'an that  I was given.)''  

Al-Bukhari,  Abu Dawud, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Maj ah also recorded this Hadith.  

Also, Imam Ahmad recorded that  Abu Hurayrah said, "The Messenger of Allah went  out  while 
Ubayy bin Ka` b was praying and said, (O Ubayy!) Ubayy did not  answer him. The Prophet  said, 
(O Ubayy!) Ubayy prayed faster then went  to the Messenger of Allah saying, ` Peace be unto 
you, O Messenger of Allah! ' He said, (Peace be unto you. O Ubayy, what  prevented you from 
answering me when I called you) He said, ` O Messenger of Allah! I was praying. ' He said, (Did 
you not  read among what  Allah has sent  down to me,)  
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ぴ∇やヲ⊥らΒ⌒イ∠わ∇シや ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ⌒メヲ⊥シｚゲヤ⌒ャ∠ヱ や∠ク⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ミゅ∠ハ∠キ ゅ∠ヨ⌒ャ ∇ユ⊥ムΒ⌒Β∇エ⊥Αび  

(Answer Allah (by obeying Him) and (His) Messenger when he () calls you to that  which gives 
you life) He said, ` Yes, O Messenger of Allah! I will not  do it  again. ' the Prophet  said,  

»ぁょ⌒エ⊥ゎ∠ぺ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠マ∠ヨあヤ∠ハ⊥ぺ ⇔り∠ケヲ⊥シ ∇ユ∠ャ ∇メ⌒ゴ∇レ∠ゎ ゅ∠ャ ヶ⌒プ ⌒りや∠ケヲｚわャや 

ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ⌒モΒ⌒イ∇ル⌒み∇ャや ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ケヲ⊥よｚゴャや ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ゅ∠ホ∇ゲ⊥ヘ∇ャや⌒ラ 
∨ゅ∠ヰ∠ヤ∇ん⌒ョ«  

(Would you like me to teach you a Surah the likes of which nothing has been revealed in the 
Tawrah, the Inj il,  the Zabur (Psalms) or the Furqan (the Qur'an)) He said, ` Yes, O Messenger of 
Allah! ' The Messenger of Allah said, (I hope that  I will not  leave through this door unt il you have 
learned it .) He (Ka` b) said, ` The Messenger of Allah held my hand while speaking to me. 
Meanwhile I was slowing down fearing that  he might  reach the door before he f inished his 
conversat ion. When we came close to the door, I said: O Messenger of Allah ! What  is the Surah 
that  you have promised to teach me' He said, (What  do you read in the prayer.) Ubayy said, ` So 
I recited Umm Al-Qur'an to him.' He said,  

»ヵ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ヶ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠ル ⌒ロ⌒ギ∠Β⌒よ ゅ∠ョ ∠メ∠ゴ∇ル∠ぺ ⊥ぶや ヶ⌒プ ⌒りや∠ケヲｚわャや ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ 

ヶ⌒プ ⌒モΒ⌒イ∇ル⌒み∇ャや ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ケヲ⊥よｚゴャや ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ラゅ∠ホ∇ゲ⊥ヘ∇ャや ゅ∠ヰ∠ヤ∇ん⌒ョ 

ゅ∠ヰｚル⌒ま ⊥ノ∇らｚジャや ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ん∠ヨ∇ャや«  

(By Him in Whose Hand is my soul! Allah has never revealed in the Tawrah, the Inj il,  the Zabur 
or the Furqan a Surah like it .  It  is the seven repeated verses that  I was given.)''  

Also, At -Tirmidhi recorded this Hadith and in his narrat ion, the Prophet  said,  

»ゅ∠ヰｚル⌒ま ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ノ∇らｚジャや ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ん∠ヨ∇ャや ⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ユΒ⌒ヌ∠バ∇ャや ヵ⌒グｚャや 

⊥ヮ⊥わΒ⌒ト∇ハ⊥ぺ«  

(It  is the seven repeated verses and the Glorious Qur'an that  I was given.) At -Tirmidhi then 
commented that  this Hadith is Hasan Sahih.  

There is a similar Hadith on this subj ect  narrated from Anas bin Malik Further, ` Abdullah, the 
son of Imam Ahmad, recorded this Hadith from Abu Hurayrah from Ubayy bin Ka` b, and he 
ment ioned a longer but  similar wording for the above Hadith. In addit ion, At -Tirmidhi and An-
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Nasa'i recorded this Hadith from Abu Hurayrah from Ubayy bin Ka` b who said that  the 
Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ョ メ∠ゴ∇ル∠ぺ ⊥ぶや ヶ⌒プ ⌒りや∠ケヲｚわャや ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ⌒モΒ⌒イ∇ル⌒み∇ャや ∠モ∇ん⌒ョ あュ⊥ぺ 

⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∠ヶ⌒ワ∠ヱ ⊥ノ∇らｚジャや ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ん∠ヨ∇ャや ∠ヶ⌒ワ∠ヱ ∀る∠ョヲ⊥ジ∇ボ∠ョ ヶ⌒レ∇Β∠よ 

∠リ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ⌒リ∇Β∠ヘ∇ダ⌒ル«  

(Allah has never revealed in the Tawrah or the Inj il anything similar to Umm Al-Qur'an.  

It  is the seven repeated verses and it  is divided into two halves between Allah and His servant .)  

This is the wording reported by An-Nasa'i.  At -Tirmidhi said that  this Hadith is Hasan Gharib.  

Also, Imam Ahmad recorded that  Ibn Jabir said, "I went  to the Messenger of Allah after he had 
poured water (for purif icat ion) and said, ` Peace be unto you, O Messenger of Allah! ' He did not  
answer me. So I said again, ` Peace be unto you, O Messenger of Allah! ' Again, he did not  
answer me, so I said again, ` Peace be unto you, O Messenger of Allah! ' St il l he did not  answer 
me. The Messenger of Allah went  while I was following him, unt il he arrived at  his residence. I 
went  to the Masj id and sat  there sad and depressed. The Messenger of Allah came out  after he 
performed his purif icat ion and said, (Peace and Allah's mercy be unto you, peace and Allah's 
mercy be unto you, peace and Allah's mercy be unto you.) He then said, (O ` Abdullah bin Jabir! 
Should I inform you of the best  Surah in the Qur'an) I said, ` Yes, O Messenger of Allah! ' He said, 
(Read, ` All praise be to Allah, the Lord of the existence,' unt il you f inish it .)'' This Hadith has a 
good chain of narrators.  

Some scholars relied on this Hadith as evidence that  some Ayat  and Surahs have more virtues 
than others.  

Furthermore, in the chapter about  the virtues of the Qur'an, Al-Bukhari recorded that  Abu 
Sa` id Al-Khudri said, "Once, we were on a j ourney when a female servant  came and said, ` The 
leader of this area has been poisoned and our people are away. Is there a healer among you' 
Then a man whose healing expert ise did not  interest  us stood for her, he read a Ruqyah for 
him, and he was healed. The chief gave him thirty sheep as a gif t  and some milk. When he 
came back to us we said to him, ` You know of a (new) Ruqyah, or did you do this before' He 
said, ` I only used Umm Al-Kitab as Ruqyah.' We said, ` Do not  do anything further unt il we ask 
the Messenger of Allah. ' When we went  back to Al-Madinah we ment ioned what  had happened 
to the Prophet  .  The Prophet  said,  

»ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ⌒ヮΑ⌒ケ∇ギ⊥Α ゅ∠ヰｚル∠ぺ ∀る∠Β∇ホ⊥ケ やヲ⊥ヨ⌒ジ∇ホや やヲ⊥よ⌒ゲ∇ッや∠ヱ ヶ⌒ャ 

∃ユ∇ヰ∠ジ⌒よ«  

(Who told him that  it  is a Ruqyah Divide (the sheep) and reserve a share for me.)''  
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Also, Muslim recorded in his Sahih, and An-Nasa'i in his Sunan that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "While Jibril 
(Gabriel) was with the Messenger of Allah , he heard a noise from above. Jibril l if ted his sight  
to the sky and said, ` This is a door in heaven being open, and it  has never been opened before 
now.' An angel descended from that  door and came to the Prophet  and said, ` Receive the glad 
t idings of two lights that  you have been given, which no other Prophet  before you was given: 
the Opening of the Book and the last  (three) Ayat  of Surat  Al-Baqarah. You will not  read a 
let ter of them, but  will gain its benefit . ''' This is the wording collected by An-Nasa'i (Al-Kubra 
5:12) and Muslim recorded similar wording (1:554). 

Al-Fatihah and the Prayer 

Muslim recorded that  Abu Hurayrah said that  the Prophet  said,  

»∇リ∠ョ ヴ∠ヤ∠タ ⇔りゅ∠ヤ∠タ ∇ユ∠ャ ∇ぺ∠ゲ∇ボ∠Α ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ｚュ⊥ぺ へ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや⌒ラ ∠ヶ⌒ヰ∠プ 

∀ァや∠ギ⌒カ ゅ⇔をゅ∠ヤ∠を ⊥ゲ∇Β∠ビ ∃ュゅ∠ヨ∠ゎ«  

(Whoever performs any prayer in which he did not  read Umm Al-Qur'an, then his prayer is 
incomplete.) He said it  thrice.  

Abu Hurayrah was asked, "� When�  we stand behind the Imam'' He said, "Read it  to yourself ,  for 
I heard the Messenger of Allah say,  

» ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ｚゴ∠ハ ｚモ∠ィ∠ヱ :⊥ろ∇ヨ∠ジ∠ホ ∠りゅ∠ヤ∂ダャや ヶ⌒レ∇Β∠よ ∠リ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ 

ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ⌒リ∇Β∠ヘ∇ダ⌒ル ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ ∠メ∠ほ∠シ や∠ク⌒み∠プ ∠メゅ∠ホ:  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび ∩ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ぶや :ヶ⌒ル∠ギ⌒ヨ∠ェ 

ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∠メゅ∠ホ:  

ぴャや⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲ ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび ∩ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ぶや :ヴレ∇を∠ぺ ｚヶ∠ヤ∠ハ ∩ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ 

や∠クみ∠プ ∠メゅ∠ホ:  

ぴ⌒マ⌒ヤ⇒∠ョ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒リΑあギャやび ∩ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ぶや :ヶ⌒ル∠ギｚイ∠ョ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱ 

⇔りｚゲ∠ョ :∠チｚヲ∠プ ｚヶ∠ャ⌒ま ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ や∠ク⌒み∠プ ∠メゅ∠ホ:  
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ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび ∩ ∠メゅ∠ホ :や∠グワ ⌒レ∇Β∠よヶ ∠リ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ 

ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ ∩∠メ∠ほ∠シ や∠ク⌒み∠プ ∠メゅ∠ホ:  

ぴゅ∠ル⌒ギ∇ワや ∠ヅや∠ゲあダャや ∠ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ャや - ∠ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ろ∇ヨ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒあャべｚツャやび ∩ 
∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ぶや :や∠グワ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ ∠メ∠ほ∠シ«  

(Allah, the Exalted, said, ` I have divided the prayer (Al-Fat ihah) into two halves between 
Myself  and My servant , and My servant  shall have what  he asks for. ' If  he says,  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび   

(All praise and thanks be to Allah, the Lord of existence.)  

Allah says, ` My servant  has praised Me.' When the servant  says,  

ぴ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび   

(The Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful.)  

Allah says, ` My servant  has glorif ied Me.' When he says,  

ぴ⌒マ⌒ヤ⇒∠ョ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒リΑあギャやび   

(The Owner of the Day of Recompense.) Allah says, ` My servant  has glorif ied Me,' or ` My 
servant  has related all mat ters to Me.' When he says,  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび   

(You (alone) we worship, and You (alone) we ask for help.) Allah says, ` This is between Me and 
My servant , and My servant  shall acquire what  he sought . ' When he says,  
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ぴゅ∠ル⌒ギ∇ワや ∠ヅや∠ゲあダャや ∠ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ャや - ∠ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ろ∇ヨ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒあャべｚツャやび   

(Guide us to the st raight  path. The way of those on whom You have granted Your grace, not  
(the way) of those who earned Your anger, nor of those who went  ast ray), Allah says, ` This is 
for My servant , and My servant  shall acquire what  he asked for. '). ''  

These are the words of An-Nasa'i,  while both Muslim and An-Nasa'i collected the following 
wording, "A half  of it  is for Me and a half  for My servant , and My servant  shall acquire what  he 
asked for. '' 

Explaining this Hadith 

The last  Hadith used the word � Salah�  ` prayer' in reference to recit ing the Qur'an, (Al-Fat ihah 
in this case) j ust  as Allah said in another Ayah,  

ぴ∠Ι∠ヱ ∇ゲ∠ヰ∇イ∠ゎ ∠マ⌒ゎΚ∠ダ⌒よ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∇ろ⌒プゅ∠ガ⊥ゎ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ⌒ヒ∠わ∇よや∠ヱ ∠リ∇Β∠よ 

∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ⇔ΚΒ⌒ら∠シび  

(And offer your Salah (prayer) neither aloud nor in a low voice, but  follow a way between.) 
meaning, with your recitat ion of the Qur'an, as the Sahih related from Ibn ` Abbas. Also, in the 
last  Hadith, Allah said, "I have divided the prayer between Myself  and My servant  into two 
halves, a half for Me and a half  for My servant . My servant  shall have what  he asked for. '' Allah 
next  explained the division that  involves recit ing Al-Fat ihah, demonst rat ing the importance of 
recit ing the Qur'an during the prayer, which is one of the prayer's greatest  pillars. Hence, the 
word ` prayer' was used here although only a part  of it  was actually being referred to, that  is, 
recit ing the Qur'an. Similarly, the word ` recite' was used where prayer is meant , as 
demonst rated by Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇ゲ⊥ホ∠ヱ∠ラや∠¬ ⌒ゲ∇イ∠ヘ∇ャや ｚラ⌒ま ∠ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ホ ⌒ゲ∇イ∠ヘ∇ャや ∠ラゅ∠ミ や⇔キヲ⊥ヰ∇ゼ∠ョび  

(And recite the Qur'an in the early dawn.Verily, the recitat ion of the Qur'an in the early dawn is 
ever witnessed.) in reference to the Faj r prayer. The Two Sahihs recorded that  the angels of 
the night  and the day at tend this prayer.  

Reciting Al-Fatihah is required in Every Rak` ah of the Prayer 

All of these facts test ify to the requirement  that  recit ing the Qur'an (Al-Fat ihah) in the prayer 
is required, and there is a consensus between the scholars on this ruling. The Hadith that  we 
ment ioned also test if ies to this fact , for the Prophet  said,  
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»∇リ∠ョ ヴｚヤ∠タ ⇔りゅ∠ヤ∠タ ∇ユ∠ャ ∇ぺ∠ゲ∇ボ∠Α ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ あュ⊥ほ⌒よ ⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∠ヶ⌒ヰ∠プ 

∀ァや∠ギ⌒カ«  

(Whoever performs any prayer in which he did not  recite Umm Al-Qur'an, his prayer is 
incomplete.)  

Also, the Two Sahihs recorded that  ` Ubadah bin As-Samit  said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ャ ∠りゅ∠ヤ∠タ ∇リ∠ヨ⌒ャ ∇ユ∠ャ ∇ぺ∠ゲ∇ボ∠Α ⌒る∠エ⌒ゎゅ∠ヘ⌒よ ⌒ゆゅ∠わ⌒ム∇ャや«  

(There is no prayer for whoever does not  recite the Opening of the Book.)  

Also, the Sahihs of Ibn Khuzaymah and Ibn Hibban recorded that  Abu Hurayrah said that  the 
Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ャ ⊥む⌒ゴ∇イ⊥ゎ ∀りゅ∠ヤ∠タ ゅ∠ャ ⊥ぺ∠ゲ∇ボ⊥Α ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ あュ⊥ほ⌒よ ⌒ラへゲ⊥ボ∇ャや«  

(The prayer during which Umm Al-Qur'an is not  recited is invalid.)  

There are many other Hadiths on this subj ect . Therefore, recit ing the Opening of the Book, 
during the prayer by the Imam and those praying behind him, is required in every prayer, and 
in every Rak` ah. 

The Tafsir of Isti` adhah (seeking Refuge) 

Allah said,  

ぴ⌒グ⊥カ ∠ヲ∇ヘ∠バ∇ャや ∇ゲ⊥ョ∇ぺ∠ヱ ⌒フ∇ゲ⊥バ∇ャゅ⌒よ チ⌒ゲ∇ハ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⌒リ∠ハ ∠リΒ⌒ヤ⌒ヰ⇒∠イ∇ャや 

- ゅｚョ⌒ま∠ヱ ∠マｚレ∠ビ∠ゴ∠レ∠Α ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒リ⇒∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ∀パ∇ゴ∠ル ∇グ⌒バ∠わ∇シゅ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ 

⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ∀ノΒ⌒ヨ∠シ ∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハび   

(Show forgiveness, enj oin what  is good, and stay away from the foolish (i.e. don't  punish 
them). And if  an evil whisper comes to you from Shaytan (Satan), then seek refuge with Allah. 
Verily, He is Hearing, Knowing) (7:199-200),  
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ぴ∇ノ∠プ∇キや ヴ⌒わｚャゅ⌒よ ∠ヴ⌒ワ ⊥リ∠ジ∇ェ∠ぺ ∠る∠ゃあΒｚジャや ⊥リ∇エ∠ル ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ 

∠ラヲ⊥ヘ⌒ダ∠Α - ∇モ⊥ホ∠ヱ あゆｚケ ⊥クヲ⊥ハ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒よ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒れや∠ゴ∠ヨ∠ワ 

⌒リΒ⌒ト⇒Βｚゼャや - ⊥クヲ⊥ハ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠マ⌒よ あゆ∠ケ ラ∠ぺ ⌒ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ツ∇エ∠Αび   

(Repel evil with that  which is bet ter. We are Best -Acquainted with things they ut ter. And say: 
"My Lord! I seek refuge with You from the whisperings (suggest ions) of the Shayat in (devils). 
And I seek refuge with You, My Lord! lest  they should come near me.'') (23:96-98) and,  

ぴ∠Ι∠ヱ ン⌒ヲ∠わ∇ジ∠ゎ ⊥る∠レ∠ジ∠エ∇ャや ∠Ι∠ヱ ⊥る∠ゃあΒｚジャや ∇ノ∠プ∇キや ヴ⌒わｚャゅ⌒よ ∠ヴ⌒ワ 

⊥リ∠ジ∇ェ∠ぺ や∠ク⌒み∠プ ン⌒グｚャや ∠マ∠レ∇Β∠よ ⊥ヮ∠レ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ ∀り∠ヱや∠ギ∠ハ ⊥ヮｚル∠ほ∠ミ ｘヴ⌒ャ∠ヱ 

∀ユΒ⌒ヨ∠ェ - ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ゅ∠ワゅｚボ∠ヤ⊥Α ｚΙ⌒ま ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ら∠タ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ べ∠ワゅｚボ∠ヤ⊥Α 

ｚΙ⌒ま ヱ⊥ク あナ∠ェ ∃ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハ - ゅｚョ⌒ま∠ヱ ∠マｚレ∠ビ∠ゴレ∠Α ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒リ⇒∠ト∇Βｚゼャや 

∀パ∇ゴ∠ル ∇グ⌒バ∠わ∇シゅ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ノΒ⌒ヨｚジャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∠バ∇ャやび   

(Repel (an evil) with one which is bet ter, then verily he with whom there was enmity between 
you, (will become) as though he was a close friend. But  none is granted it  except  those who are 
pat ient  �  and none is granted it  except  the owner of the great  port ion (of happiness in the 
Hereafter, i.e. Paradise and of a high moral character) in this world. And if  an evil whisper 
from Shaytan t ries to turn you away (O Muhammad ) (from doing good), then seek refuge in 
Allah. Verily, He is the Hearing, the Knowing.) (41:34-36) These are the only three Ayat  that  
carry this meaning. Allah commanded that  we be lenient  human enemy, so that  his soft  nature 
might  make him an ally and a supporter. He also commanded that  we seek refuge from the 
satanic enemy, because the devil does not  relent  in his enmity if  we t reat  him with kindness 
and leniency. The devil only seeks the dest ruct ion of the Son of Adam due to the vicious enmity 
and hat red he has always had towards man's father, Adam. Allah said,  

ぴヴ⌒レ∠ら⇒∠Α ∠ュ∠キへ ∠Ι ⊥ユ⊥ムｚレ∠レ⌒わ∇ヘ∠Α ⊥リ⇒∠ト∇Βｚゼャや べ∠ヨ∠ミ ∠ァ∠ゲ∇カ∠ぺ ユ⊥ム∇Α∠ヲ∠よ∠ぺ 

∠リあョ ⌒るｚレ∠イ∇ャやび  

(O Children of Adam! Let  not  Shaytan deceive you, as he got  your parents � Adam and Hawwa' 
(Eve)�  out  of Paradise) (7:27),  
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ぴｚラ⌒ま ∠リ⇒∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ｘヱ⊥ギ∠ハ ⊥ロヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚゎゅ∠プ ⇔や∂ヱ⊥ギ∠ハ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α 

⊥ヮ∠よ∇ゴ⌒ェ ∇やヲ⊥ルヲ⊥ム∠Β⌒ャ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ょ⇒∠エ∇タ∠ぺ ⌒ゲΒ⌒バｚジャやび   

(Surely, Shaytan is an enemy to you, so take (t reat ) him as an enemy. He only invites his Hizb 
(followers) that  they may become the dwellers of the blazing Fire) (35:6) and,  

ぴ⊥ヮ∠ルヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚわ∠わ∠プ∠ぺ ⊥ヮ∠わｚΑあケ⊥ク∠ヱ ∠¬べ∠Β⌒ャ∇ヱ∠ぺ リ⌒ョ ヴ⌒ルヱ⊥キ ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ 

ｘヱ⊥ギ∠ハ ∠ザ∇ゃ⌒よ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌヤ⌒ャ ⇔Ι∠ギ∠よび  

(Will you then take him (Iblis) and his offspring as protectors and helpers rather than Me while 
they are enemies to you What  an evil is the exchange for the Zalimun (polytheists, and 
wrongdoers, etc)) (18:50).  

The devil assured Adam that  he wanted to advise him, but  he was lying. Hence, how would he 
t reat  us after he had vowed,  

ぴ∠マ⌒ゎｚゴ⌒バ⌒ら∠プ ⊥ヰｚレ∠Α⌒ヲ∇ビΕ∇ユ ｚΙ⌒み∠レΒ⌒バ∠ヨ∇ィ∠ぺ ∠ポ∠キゅ∠ら⌒ハ ⊥ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ 

∠リΒ⌒ダ∠ヤ∇ガ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

("By Your might , then I will surely, mislead them all. Except  Your chosen servants among them 
(i.e. faithful, obedient , t rue believers of Islamic Monotheism). '') (38:82-83)  

Also, Allah said,  

ぴ⌒み∠プや∠ク ∠れ∇ぺ∠ゲ∠ホ ∠ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∇グ⌒バ∠わ∇シゅ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒リ⇒∠ト∇Βｚゼャや 

⌒ユΒ⌒ィｚゲャやび   

ぴ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ∠ザ∇Β∠ャ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∀ラゅ∠ト∇ヤ⊥シ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ 

∇ユ⌒ヰあよ∠ケ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤｚミ∠ヲ∠わ∠Α - ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ⊥ヮ⊥レ⇒∠ト∇ヤ⊥シ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ⊥ヮ∠ル∇ヲｚャ∠ヲ∠わ∠Α 

∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ユ⊥ワ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ⊥ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ョ∠ラヲび   
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(So when you � want  to�  recite the Qur'an, seek refuge with Allah from Shaytan, the outcast  
(the cursed one). Verily, he has no power over those who believe and put  their t rust  only in 
their Lord (Allah). His power is only over those who obey and follow him (Satan), and those who 
j oin partners with Him.) (16:98-100).  

Seeking Refuge before reciting the Qur'an 

Allah said,  

ぴや∠ク⌒み∠プ ∠れ∇ぺ∠ゲ∠ホ ∠ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∇グ⌒バ∠わ∇シゅ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒リ⇒∠ト∇Βｚゼャや 

⌒ユΒ⌒ィｚゲャやび   

(So when you � want  to�  recite the Qur'an, seek refuge with Allah from Shaytan, the outcast  
(the cursed one).) meaning, before you recite the Qur'an. Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴや∠ク⌒ま ∇ユ⊥わ∇ヨ⊥ホ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒りヲヤｚダャや ∇やヲ⊥ヤ⌒ジ∇ビゅプ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ワヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ 

∇ユ⊥ム∠Α⌒ギ∇Α∠ぺ∠ヱび  

(When you intend to offer As-Salah (the prayer), wash your faces and your hands (forearms)) 
(5:6) meaning, before you stand in prayer, as evident  by the Hadiths that  we ment ioned. Imam 
Ahmad recorded that  Abu Sa` id Al-Khudri said, "When the Messenger of Allah would stand up in 
prayer at  night , he would start  his prayer with the Takbir (saying "Allahu Akbar'';  Allah is 
Greater) and would then supplicate,  

»∠マ∠ルゅ∠エ∇ら⊥シ ｚユ⊥ヰｚヤャや ∩∠ポ⌒ギ∇ヨ∠エ⌒よ∠ヱ ∠ポ∠ケゅ∠ら∠ゎ∠ヱ ∩∠マ⊥ヨ∇シや 

ヴ∠ャゅ∠バ∠ゎ∠ヱ ∩∠ポぁギ∠ィ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ヮ∠ャ⌒ま ∠ポ⊥ゲ∇Β∠ビ«  

(All praise is due to You, O Allah, and also the thanks. Blessed be Your Name, Exalted be Your 
sovereignty, and there is no deit y worthy of worship except  You.)  

He would then say thrice,  

»ゅ∠ャ ∠ヮ∠ャ⌒ま ゅｚャ⌒ま ⊥ぶや«  

� � � � � � � �   

(There is no deity worthy of worship except  Allah,).  
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He would then say,  

»⊥クヲ⊥ハ∠ぺ ⌒ぶゅ⌒よ ⌒ノΒ⌒ヨｚジャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ヤ∠バ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ィｚゲャや 

∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ロ∠ゴ∇ヨ∠ワ ⌒ヮ⌒ガ∇ヘ∠ル∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ん∇ヘ∠ル∠ヱ«  

(I seek refuge with Allah, the Hearing, the Knowing, from the cursed Satan, from his coercion, 
lures to arrogance and poems.). ''  

The four collectors of the Sunan recorded this Hadith, which At -Tirmidhi considered the most  
famous Hadith on this subject .  

Abu Dawud and Ibn Maj ah recorded that  Jubayr bin Mut ` im said that  his father said, "When the 
Messenger of Allah started the prayer, he said,  

»⊥ぶや ⊥ゲ∠ら∇ミ∠ぺ や⇔ゲΒ⌒ら∠ミ ゅ⇔をゅ∠ヤ∠を ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ぶ や⇔ゲΒ⌒ん∠ミ ゅ⇔をゅ∠ヤ∠を 

∠ラゅ∠エ∇ら⊥シ ⌒ぶや ⇔り∠ゲ∇ム⊥よ ゅ⇔ヤΒ⌒タ∠ぺ∠ヱ ゅ⇔をゅ∠ヤ∠を ｚユ⊥ヰｚヤャや ヶあル⌒ま ⊥クヲ⊥ハ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒よ 

∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ィｚゲャや ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ロ⌒ゴ∇ヨ∠ワ ⌒ヮ⌒ガ∇ヘ∠ル∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ん∇ヘ∠ル∠ヱ«  

(Allah is the Greater, t ruly the Greatest  (thrice); all praise is due to Allah always (thrice); and 
all praise is due to Allah day and night  (thrice). O Allah! I seek refuge with You from the cursed 
Satan, from his Hamz, Nafkh and Nafth.). '' ` Amr said, "The Hamz means asphyxiat ion, the 
Nafkh means arrogance, and the Nafth means poet ry. '' Also, Ibn Maj ah recorded that  ` Ali bin 
Al-Mundhir said that  Ibn Fudayl narrated that  ` Ata' bin As-Sa'ib said that  Abu ` Abdur-Rahman 
As-Sulami said that  Ibn Mas̀ ud said that  the Prophet  said,  

»ｚユ⊥ヰｚヤャや ヶあル⌒ま ⊥クヲ⊥ハ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒よ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ラゅ∠トΒｚゼャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ィ∠ゲャや 

⌒ロ⌒ゴ∇ヨ∠ワ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ガ∇ヘ∠ル∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ん∇ヘ∠ル∠ヱ«  

(O Allah! I seek refuge with You from the cursed devil,  from his Hamz, Nafkh and Nafth.)  

He said, "The Hamz means death, the Nafkh means arrogance, and the Nafth means poet ry. '' 

Seeking Refuge with Allah when One is Angry 

In his Musnad, Al-Hafiz Abu Ya` la Ahmad bin ` Ali bin Al-Muthanna Al-Mawsili reported that  
Ubayy bin Ka` b said, "Two men disputed with each other in the presence of the Messenger of 
Allah and the nose of one of them became swollen because of ext reme anger. The Messenger of 
Allah said,  
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»ヶあル⌒ま ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ほ∠ャ ゅ⇔ゃ∇Β∠セ ∇ヲ∠ャ ⊥ヮ∠ャゅ∠ホ ∠ょ∠ワ∠グ∠ャ ⊥ヮ∇レ∠ハ ゅ∠ョ ⊥ギ⌒イ∠Α :

⊥クヲ⊥ハ∠ぺ ⌒ぶゅ⌒よ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ィｚゲャや«  

(I know of some words that  if  he said them, what  he feels will go away, 'I seek refuge with 
Allah from the cursed Satan. ')''  

An-Nasa'i also recorded this Hadith in his book, Al-Yawm wal-Laylah.  

Al-Bukhari recorded that  Sulayman bin Surad said, "Two men disputed in the presence of the 
Prophet  while we were sit t ing with him. One of  them was cursing the other fellow and his face 
turned red due to anger. The Prophet  said,  

»ヶあル⌒ま ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ほ∠ャ ⇔る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ ∇ヲ∠ャ ゅ∠ヰ∠ャゅ∠ホ ∠ょ∠ワ∠グ∠ャ ⊥ヮ∇レ∠ハ ゅ∠ョ ∩⊥ギ⌒イ∠Α ∇ヲ∠ャ 

∠メゅ∠ホ :⊥クヲ⊥ハ∠ぺ ⌒ぶゅ⌒よ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ィｚゲャや«  

(I know of a statement  which if  he said it ,  will make what  he feels disappear, ` I seek refuge 
with Allah from the cursed Satan. ') They said to the man, ` Do you not  hear what  the Messenger 
of Allah is saying' He said, ` I am not  insane.''' Also, Muslim, Abu Dawud and An-Nasa'i recorded 
this Hadith.  

There are many other Hadiths about  seeking refuge with Allah. One can f ind this subj ect  in the 
books on supplicat ion and the virtues of righteous, good deeds 

Is the Isti` adhah (seeking Refuge) required 

The maj ority of the scholars state that  recit ing the Ist i` adhah (in the prayer and when recit ing 
the Qur'an) is recommended and not  required, and therefore, not  recit ing it  does not  
const itute a sin. However, Ar-Razi recorded that  ` Ata' bin Abi Rabah said that  the Ist i` adhah is 
required in the prayer and when one reads the Qur'an. In support  of ` Ata's statement , Ar-Razi 
relied upon the apparent  meaning of the Ayah,  

ぴ∇グ⌒バ∠わ∇シゅ∠プび  

(Then seek refuge.) He said that  the Ayah contains a command that  requires implementat ion. 
Also, the Prophet  always said the Ist i` adhah. In addit ion, the Ist i` adhah wards off  the evil of 
Satan, which is neccessary, the rule is that  the means needed to implement  a requirement  of  
the religion is it self  also required. And when one says, "I seek refuge with Allah from the cursed 
devil. '' Then this will suff ice.  

 

Virtues of the Isti` adhah 
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The Ist i` adhah cleanses the mouth from the foul speech that  it  has indulged in. It  also purif ies 
the mouth and prepares it  to recite the speech of  Allah. Further, the Ist i` adhah entails seeking 
Allah's help and acknowledging His abilit y to do everything. The Ist i` adhah also aff irms the 
servant 's meekness, weakness and inabilit y to face the enemy of his inner evil,  whom Allah 
alone, Who created this enemy, is able to repel and defeat . This enemy does not  accept  
kindness, unlike the human enemy. There are three Ayat  in the Qur'an that  aff irm this fact . 
Also, Allah said,  

ぴｚラ⌒ま ン⌒キゅ∠ら⌒ハ ∠ザ∇Β∠ャ ∠マ∠ャ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∀リ⇒∠ト∇ヤ⊥シ ヴ∠ヘ∠ミ∠ヱ ∠マあよ∠ゲ⌒よ 

⇔ΚΒ⌒ミ∠ヱび   

(Verily, My servants (i.e. the t rue believers of Islamic Monotheism) �  you have no authority over 
them. And suff icient  is your Lord as a Guardian.) (17:65).  

We should state here that  the believers, whom the human enemies kill,  become martyrs, while 
those who fall vict im to the inner enemy - Satan - become bandits. Further, the believers who 
are defeated by the apparent  enemy - disbelievers - gain a reward, while those defeated by 
the inner enemy earn a sin and become misguided. Since Satan sees man where man cannot  
see him, it  is bef it t ing that  the believers seek refuge from Satan with Whom Satan cannot  see. 
The Ist i` adhah is a form of drawing closer to Allah and seeking refuge with Him from the evil of 
every evil creature.  

 

What does Isti` adhah mean 

Ist i` adhah means, "I seek refuge with Allah from the cursed Satan so that  he is prevented from 
affect ing my religious or worldly affairs, or hindering me from adhering to what  I was 
commanded, or luring me into what  I was prohibited from.'' Indeed, only Allah is able to 
prevent  the evil of Satan from touching the son of Adam. This is why Allah allowed us to be 
lenient  and kind with the human devil, so that  his soft  nature might  cause him to refrain from 
the evil he is indulging in. However, Allah required us to seek refuge with Him from the evil of  
Satan, because he neither accepts bribes nor does kindness affect  him, for he is pure evil. 
Thus, only He Who created Satan is able to stop his evil.  This meaning is reiterated in only 
three Ayat  in the Qur'an. Allah said in Surat  Al-A` raf,  

ぴ⌒グ⊥カ ∠ヲ∇ヘ∠バ∇ャや ∇ゲ⊥ョ∇ぺ∠ヱ ⌒フ∇ゲ⊥バ∇ャゅ⌒よ チ⌒ゲ∇ハ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⌒リ∠ハ 

∠リΒ⌒ヤ⌒ヰ⇒∠イ∇ャやび  

(Show forgiveness, enj oin what  is good, and turn away from the foolish (i.e. don't  punish 
them).) (7:199)  

This is about  dealing with human beings. He then said in the same Surah,  
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ぴｚョ⌒ま∠ヱゅ ∠マｚレ∠ビ∠ゴ∠レ∠Α ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒リ⇒∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ∀パ∇ゴ∠ル ∇グ⌒バ∠わ∇シゅ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ 

⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ∀ノΒ⌒ヨ∠シ ∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハび   

(And if  an evil whisper comes to you from Shaytan, then seek refuge with Allah. Verily, He is 
Hearing, Knowing (7: 200).)  

Allah also said in Surat  Al-Mu'minun,  

ぴ∇キや∇ノ∠プ ヴ⌒わｚャゅ⌒よ ∠ヴ⌒ワ ⊥リ∠ジ∇ェ∠ぺ ∠る∠ゃあΒｚジャや ⊥リ∇エ∠ル ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ 

∠ラヲ⊥ヘ⌒ダ∠Α - ∇モ⊥ホ∠ヱ あゆｚケ ⊥クヲ⊥ハ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒よ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒れや∠ゴ∠ヨ∠ワ 

⌒リΒ⌒ト⇒Βｚゼャや - ⊥クヲ⊥ハ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠マ⌒よ あゆ∠ケ ラ∠ぺ ⌒ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ツ∇エ∠Αび   

(Repel evil with that  which is bet ter. We are Best -Acquainted with the things they ut ter. And 
say: "My Lord! I seek refuge with You from the whisperings (suggest ions) of the Shayat in 
(devils). And I seek refuge with You, My Lord! lest  they should come near me.'' (23:96-98).)  

Further, Allah said in Surat  As-Saj dah,  

ぴ∠Ι∠ヱ ン⌒ヲ∠わ∇ジ∠ゎ ∇ャや⊥る∠レ∠ジ∠エ ∠Ι∠ヱ ⊥る∠ゃあΒｚジャや ∇ノ∠プ∇キや ヴ⌒わｚャゅ⌒よ ∠ヴ⌒ワ 

⊥リ∠ジ∇ェ∠ぺ や∠ク⌒み∠プ ン⌒グｚャや ∠マ∠レ∇Β∠よ ⊥ヮ∠レ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ ∀り∠ヱや∠ギ∠ハ ⊥ヮｚル∠ほ∠ミ ｘヴ⌒ャ∠ヱ 

∀ユΒ⌒ヨ∠ェ - ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ゅ∠ワゅｚボ∠ヤ⊥Α ｚΙ⌒ま ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ら∠タ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ べ∠ワゅｚボ∠ヤ⊥Α 

ｚΙ⌒ま ヱ⊥ク あナ∠ェ ∃ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハ - ゅｚョ⌒ま∠ヱ ∠マｚレ∠ビ∠ゴレ∠Α ∠リ⌒ョ ｚゼャや⌒リ⇒∠ト∇Β 

∀パ∇ゴ∠ル ∇グ⌒バ∠わ∇シゅ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ノΒ⌒ヨｚジャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∠バ∇ャやび   

(The good deed and the evil deed cannot  be equal. Repel (the evil) with one which is bet ter,  
then verily he, between whom and you there was enmity, (will become) as though he was a 
close friend. But  none is granted it  (the above quality) except  those who are pat ient  �  and 
none is granted it  except  the owner of the great  port ion (of happiness in the Hereafter, i.e. 
Paradise and of a high moral character) in this world. And if  an evil whisper from Shaytan t ries 
to turn you away (from doing good), then seek refuge in Allah. Verily, He is the Hearing, the 
Knowing) (41:34-36).  

Why the Devil is called Shaytan 
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In the Arabic language, Shaytan is derived from Shatana, which means the far thing. Hence, the 
Shaytan has a dif ferent  nature than mankind, and his sinful ways are far away from every type 
of righteousness. It  was also said that  Shaytan is derived from Shata, (literally ` burned'), 
because it  was created from f ire. Some scholars said that  both meanings are correct , although 
they state that  the f irst  meaning is more plausible. Further, Siybawayh (the renowned Arab 
linguist ic) said, "The Arabs say, ` So-and-so has Tashaytan, ' when he commits the act  of the 
devils. If  Shaytan was derived from Shata, they would have said, Tashayyata (rather than 
Tashaytan). '' Hence, Shaytan is derived from the word that  means, far away. This is why they 
call those who are rebellious (or mischievous) from among the Jinns and mankind a ` Shaytan'.  
Allah said,  

ぴ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ あモ⊥ム⌒ャ ｙヴ⌒ら⌒ル ⇔や∂ヱ⊥ギ∠ハ ∠リΒ⌒ト⇒∠Β∠セ ⌒ザ∇ル⌒Ηや 

あリ⌒イ∇ャや∠ヱ ヴ⌒ェヲ⊥Α ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ツ∇バ∠よ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∃ヂ∇バ∠よ ∠フ⊥ゲ∇カ⊥コ ⌒メ∇ヲ∠ボ∇ャや 

⇔やケヱ⊥ゲ⊥ビび  

(And so We have appointed for every Prophet  enemies �  Shayat in (devils) among mankind and 
Jinn, inspiring one another with adorned speech as a delusion (or by way of decept ion)) 
(6:112).  

In addit ion, the Musnad by Imam Ahmad records that  Abu Dharr said that  the Messenger of 
Allah said,  

»ゅ∠Α ゅ∠よ∠ぺ ∠ケ∠ク ∇クｚヲ∠バ∠ゎ ⌒ぶゅ⌒よ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒リΒ⌒デゅ∠Β∠セ ⌒ザ∇ル⌒み∇ャや あリ⌒イ∇ャや∠ヱ«  

(O Abu Dharr! Seek refuge with Allah from the devils of mankind and the Jinns.) Abu Dharr said, 
"I asked him , ` Are there human devils' He said, (Yes.)'' Furthermore, it  is recorded in Sahih 
Muslim that  Abu Dharr said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»⊥ノ∠ト∇ボ∠Α ｚダャや∠りゅ∠ヤ ⊥り∠ぺ∇ゲ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ケゅ∠ヨ⌒エ∇ャや∠ヱ ⊥ょ∇ヤ∠ム∇ャや∠ヱ ⊥キ∠ヲ∇シ∠ほ∇ャや«  

(The woman, the donkey and the black dog interrupt  the prayer (if  they pass in front  of those 
who do not  pray behind a Sut rah, i.e. a barrier).) Abu Dharr said, "I said, ` What  is the 
dif ference between the black dog and the red or yellow dog' He said,  

»⊥ょ∇ヤ∠ム∇ャや ⊥キ∠ヲ∇シ∠ほ∇ャや ∀ラゅ∠ト∇Β∠セ«  

(The black dog is a devil.). ''  

Also, Ibn Jarir At -Tabari recorded that  ` Umar bin Al-Khat tab once rode a Berthawn (huge 
camel) which started to proceed arrogant ly. ` Umar kept  st riking the animal, but  the animal 
kept  walking in an arrogant  manner. ` Umar dismounted the animal and said, "By Allah! You 
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have carried me on a Shaytan. I did not  come down from it  unt il after I had felt  something 
st range in my heart . '' This Hadith has an authent ic chain of narrators. 

The Meaning of Ar-Rajim 

Ar-Raj im means, being expelled from all t ypes of righteousness. Allah said,  

ぴ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅｚレｚΑ∠コ ∠¬べ∠ヨｚジャや ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ∠ウΒ⌒ら⇒∠ダ∠ヨ⌒よ ゅ∠ヰ⇒∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ 

⇔ゅョヲ⊥ィ⊥ケ ⌒リΒ⌒ト⇒∠Βｚゼヤあャび  

(And indeed We have adorned the nearest  heaven with lamps, and We have made such lamps 
Ruj uman (as missiles) to drive away the Shayat in (devils)) (67:5).  

Allah also said,  

ぴゅｚル⌒ま ゅｚレｚΑ∠コ ∠¬べ∠ヨｚジャや ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ∃る∠レΑ⌒ゴ⌒よ ⌒ょ⌒ミ∠ヲ∠ム∇ャや - ⇔ゅヌ∇ヘ⌒ェ∠ヱ 

リあョ あモ⊥ミ ∃リ⇒∠ト∇Β∠セ ∃キ⌒ケゅｚョ - ｚΙ ∠ラヲ⊥バｚヨｚジ∠Α ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒Θ∠ヨ∇ャや 

ヴ∠ヤ∇ハｘΙや ∠ラヲ⊥プ∠グ∇ボ⊥Α∠ヱ リ⌒ョ あモ⊥ミ ∃ょ⌒ルゅ∠ィ - ⇔やケヲ⊥ェ⊥キ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ∠ヱ 

∀ゆやグ∠ハ ∀ょ⌒タや∠ヱ - ｚΙ⌒ま ∇リ∠ョ ∠ブ⌒ト∠カ ∇ャや∠る∠ヘ∇ト∠ガ ⊥ヮ∠バ∠ら∇ゎ∠ほ∠プ 

∀ゆゅ∠ヰ⌒セ ∀ょ⌒ホゅ∠をび   

(Verily, We have adorned the near heaven with the stars (for beauty). And to guard against  
every rebellious devil.  They cannot  listen to the higher group (angels) for they are pelted from 
every side. Outcast , and theirs is a constant  (or painful) torment . Except  such as snatch away 
something by stealing, and they are pursued by a f laming f ire of piercing brightness) (37:6-10).  

Further, Allah said,  

ぴ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ ヴ⌒プ ⌒¬ゅ∠ヨｚジャや ゅ⇔ィヱ⊥ゲ⊥よ ゅ∠ヰ⇒ｚレｚΑ∠コ∠ヱ ⌒ヌ⇒ｚレヤ⌒ャ∠リΑ⌒ゲ 

- ゅ∠ヰ⇒∠レ∇ヌ⌒ヘ∠ェ∠ヱ リ⌒ョ あモ⊥ミ ∃リ⇒∠ト∇Β∠セ ∃ユΒ⌒ィｚケ - ｚΙ⌒ま ⌒リ∠ョ 

∠ベ∠ゲ∠わ∇シや ∠ノ∇ヨｚジャや ⊥ヮ∠バ∠ら∇ゎ∠ほ∠プ ∀ゆゅ∠ヰ⌒セ ∀リΒ⌒らぁョび   
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(And indeed, We have put  the big stars in the heaven and We beaut if ied it  for the beholders. 
And We have guarded it  (near heaven) from every Shaytan Raj im (outcast  Shaytan). Except  him 
(devil) who steals the hearing then he is pursued by a clear f laming f ire.) (15:16-18).  

There are several similar Ayat . It  was also said that  Raj im means, the person who throws or 
bombards things, because the devil throws doubts and evil thoughts in people's hearts. The f irst  
meaning is more popular and accurate. 

Bismillah is the First Ayah of Al-Fatihah 

The Companions started the Book of Allah with Bismillah:  

ぴ⌒ユ∇ジ⌒よ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび   

(1. In the Name of Allah, the Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful.)  

The scholars also agree that  Bismillah is a part  of an Ayah in Surat  An-Naml (chapter 27). They 
disagree over whether it  is a separate Ayah before every Surah, or if  it  is an Ayah, or a part  of 
an Ayah, included in every Surah where the Bismillah appears in it s beginning. Ad-Daraqutni 
also recorded a Hadith from Abu Hurayrah from the Prophet  that  supports this Hadith by Ibn 
Khuzaymah. Also, similar statements were at t ributed to ` Ali,  Ibn ` Abbas and others.  

The opinion that  Bismillah is an Ayah of every Surah, except  Al-Bara'ah (chapter 9), was 
at t ributed to (the Companions) Ibn ` Abbas, Ibn ` Umar, Ibn Az-Zubayr, Abu Hurayrah and ` Ali.  
This opinion was also at t ributed to the Tabi` in:  ` Ata',  Tawus, Sa` id bin Jubayr, Makhul and Az-
Zuhri.  This is also the view of ` Abdullah bin Al-Mubarak, Ash-Shafi` i,  Ahmad bin Hanbal, (in one 
report  from him) Ishaq bin Rahwayh and Abu ` Ubayd Al-Qasim bin Salam. On the other hand, 
Malik, Abu Hanifah and their followers said that  Bismillah is not  an Ayah in Al-Fat ihah or any 
other Surah. Dawud said that  it  is a separate Ayah in the beginning of every Surah, not  part  of 
the Surah itself ,  and this opinion was also at t ributed to Ahmad bin Hanbal. 

Basmalah aloud in the Prayer 

As for Basmalah aloud during the prayer, those who did not  agree that  it  is a part  of Al-Fat ihah, 
state that  the Basmalah should not  be aloud. The scholars who stated that  Bismillah is a part  of 
every Surah (except  chapter 9) had different  opinions; some of them, such as Ash-Shafi` i,  said 
that  one should recite Bismillah with Al-Fat ihah aloud. This is also the opinion of many among 
the Companions, the Tabi` in and the Imams of Muslims from the Salaf and the later 
generat ions. For instance, this is the opinion of Abu Hurayrah, Ibn ` Umar, Ibn ` Abbas, 
Mu` awiyah, ` Umar and ` Ali - according to Ibn ` Abdul-Barr and Al-Bayhaqi. Also, the Four 
Khalifahs - as Al-Khat ib reported - were said to have held this view although the report  from 
them is cont radicted. The Tabi` in scholars who gave this Tafsir include Sa` id bin Jubayr, 
` Ikrimah, Abu Qilabah, Az-Zuhri,  ` Ali bin Al-Hasan, his son Muhammad, Sa` id bin Al-Musayyib, 
` Ata',  Tawus, Muj ahid, Salim, Muhammad bin Ka` b Al-Qurazi, Abu Bakr bin Muhammad bin 
` Amr bin Hazm, Abu Wa'il,  Ibn Sirin, Muhammad bin Al-Munkadir, ` Ali bin ` Abdullah bin 
` Abbas, his son Muhammad, Nafi`  the freed slave of Ibn ` Umar, Zayd bin Aslam, ` Umar bin 
` Abdul-Aziz, Al-Azraq bin Qays, Habib bin Abi Thabit ,  Abu Ash-Sha` tha', Makhul and ` Abdullah 
bin Ma` qil bin Muqarrin. Also, Al-Bayhaqi added ` Abdullah bin Safwan, and Muhammad bin Al-
Hanafiyyah to this list .  In addit ion, Ibn ` Abdul-Barr added ` Amr bin Dinar.  
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The proof that  these scholars relied on is that , since Bismillah is a part  of Al-Fat ihah, it  should 
be recited aloud like the rest  of Al-Fat ihah. Also, An-Nasa'i recorded in his Sunan, Ibn Hibban 
and Ibn Khuzaymah in their Sahihs and Al-Hakim in the Mustadrak, that  Abu Hurayrah once 
performed the prayer and recited Bismillah aloud. After he f inished the prayer, he said, 
"Among you, I perform the prayer that  is the closest  to the prayer of the Messenger of Allah . '' 
Ad-Daraqutni, Al-Khat ib and Al-Bayhaqi graded this Hadith Sahih Furthermore, in Sahih Al-
Bukhari it  is recorded that  Anas bin Malik was asked about  the recitat ion of the Prophet  .  He 
said, "His recitat ion was unhurried. '' He then demonst rated that  and recited, while lengthening 
the recitat ion of Bismillah Ar-Rahman Ar-Rahim, Also, in the Musnad of Imam Ahmad, the Sunan 
of Abu Dawud, the Sahih of Ibn Hibban and the Mustadrak of Al-Hakim - it  is recorded that  
Umm Salamah said, "The Messenger of Allah used to dist inguish each Ayah during his recitat ion,  

ぴ⌒ユ∇ジ⌒よ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャや - ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ 

∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャや - ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャや - ⌒マ⌒ヤ⇒∠ョ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒リΑあギャやび   

(In the Name of Allah, the Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful.  All praise and thanks be to Allah, 
the Lord of all that  exists, the Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful.  The Owner of the Day of 
Recompense.)''  

Ad-Daraqutni graded the chain of narrat ion for this Hadith Sahih Furthermore, Imam Abu 
` Abdullah Ash-Shafi` i and Al-Hakim in his Mustadrak, recorded that  Mu` awiyah led the prayer 
in Al-Madinah and did not  recite the Bismillah. The Muhaj irin who were present  at  that  prayer 
crit icized that . When Mu` awiyah led the following prayer, he recited the Bismillah aloud.  

The Hadiths ment ioned above provide suff icient  proof for the opinion that  the Bismillah is 
recited aloud. As for the opposing evidences and the scient if ic analysis of the narrat ions 
ment ioned their weaknesses or otherwise it  is not  our desire to discuss this subj ect  at  this 
t ime.  

Other scholars stated that  the Bismillah should not  be recited aloud in the prayer, and this is 
the established pract ice of the Four Khalifahs, as well as ` Abdullah bin Mughaffal and several 
scholars among the Tabi` in and later generat ions. It  is also the Madhhab (view) of Abu Hanifah, 
Ath-Thawri and Ahmad bin Hanbal.  

Imam Malik stated that  the Bismillah is not  recited aloud or silent ly. This group based their 
view upon what  Imam Muslim recorded that  ` A'ishah said that  the Messenger of Allah used to 
start  the prayer by recit ing the Takbir (Allahu Akbar; Allah is Greater) and then recite,  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび   

(All praise and thanks be to Allah, the Lord of all that  exists.) (Ibn Abi Hat im 1:12).  

Also, the Two Sahihs recorded that  Anas bin Malik said, "I prayed behind the Prophet  ,  Abu 
Bakr, ` Umar and ` Uthman and they used to start  their prayer with,  
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ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび   

(All praise and thanks be to Allah, the Lord of all that  exists.)  

Muslim added, "And they did not  ment ion,  

ぴ⌒ユ∇ジ⌒よ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび   

(In the Name of Allah, the Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful) whether in the beginning or the 
end of the recitat ion.'' Similar is recorded in the Sunan books from ` Abdullah bin Mughaffal,  
may Allah be pleased with him.  

These are the opinions held by the respected Imams, and their statements are similar in that  
they agree that  the prayer of those who recite Al-Fat ihah aloud or in secret  is correct . All the 
favor is from Allah. 

The Virtue of Al-Fatihah 

Imam Ahmad recorded in his Musnad, that  a person who was riding behind the Prophet  said, 
"The Prophet 's animal t ripped, so I said, ` Cursed Shaytan. ' The Prophet  said,  

»ゅ∠ャ ∇モ⊥ボ∠ゎ :∠ザ⌒バ∠ゎ ∩⊥ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ∠マｚル⌒み∠プ や∠ク⌒ま ∠ろ∇ヤ⊥ホ :∠ザ⌒バ∠ゎ 

∩⊥ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ∠ユ∠ニゅ∠バ∠ゎ ∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱ :ヶ⌒ゎｚヲ⊥ボ⌒よ ∩⊥ヮ⊥わ∇ハ∠ゲ∠タ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱ 

∠ろ∇ヤ⊥ホ :⌒ユ∇シゅ⌒よ ⌒ぶや ∠ゲ∠ビゅ∠ダ∠ゎ ヴわ∠ェ ∠ゲΒ⌒ダ∠Α ⌒ョ∠モ∇ん 

⌒ゆゅ∠よ⊥グャや«  

(Do not  say, 'Cursed Shaytan, ' for if  you say these words, Satan becomes arrogant  and says, 
'With my st rength I made him fall. ' When you say, 'Bismillah, ' Satan will become as small as a 
f ly.)  

Further, An-Nasa'i recorded in his book Al-Yawm wal-Laylah, and also Ibn Marduwyah in his 
Tafsir that  Usamah bin ` Umayr said, "I was riding behind the Prophet ... '' and he ment ioned the 
rest  of the above Hadith. The Prophet  said in this narrat ion,  
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»ゅ∠ャ ∇モ⊥ボ∠ゎ や∠グ∠ムワ ⊥ヮｚル⌒み∠プ ⊥ユ∠ニゅ∠バ∠わ∠Α ヴｚわ∠ェ ヲ⊥ム∠Α∠ラ ∩⌒ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャゅ∠ミ 

∇リ⌒ムャ∠ヱ ∇モ⊥ホ :⌒ユ∇ジ⌒よ ∩⌒ぶや ⊥ヮｚルみ∠プ ⊥ゲ∠ピ∇ダ∠Α ヴｚわ∠ェ ∠ラヲ⊥ム∠Α 

⌒る∠よゅ∠よ⊥グャゅ∠ミ«  

(Do not  say these words, because then Satan becomes larger; as large as a house. Rather, say, 
'Bismillah, ' because Satan then becomes as small as a f ly.)  

This is the blessing of  recit ing Bismillah. 

Basmalah is recommended before performing any Deed 

Basmalah (recit ing Bismillah) is recommended before start ing any act ion or deed. For instance, 
Basmalah is recommended before start ing a Khutbah (speech).  

The Basmalah is also recommended before one enters the place where he wants to relieve 
himself ,  there is a Hadith concerning this pract ice. Further, Basmalah is recommended at  the 
beginning of ablut ion, for Imam Ahmad and the Sunan compilers recorded that  Abu Hurayrah, 
Sa` id bin Zayd and Abu Sa` id narrated from the Prophet  ,   

»ゅ∠ャ ∠¬ヲ⊥ッ⊥ヱ ∇リ∠ヨ⌒ャ ∇ユ∠ャ ⌒ゲ⊥ミ∇グ∠Α ∠ユ∇シや ⌒ぶや ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ«  

(There is no valid ablut ion for he who did not  ment ion Allah's Name in it .)  

This Hadith is Hasan (good). Also, the Basmalah is recommended before eat ing, for Muslim 
recorded in his Sahih that  the Messenger of Allah said to ` Umar bin Abi Salamah while he was a 
child under his care,  

»∇モ⊥ホ ⌒ユ∇ジ⌒よ ⌒ぶや ∇モ⊥ミ∠ヱ ∠マ⌒レΒ⌒ヨ∠Β⌒よ ∇モ⊥ミ∠ヱ ゅｚヨ⌒ョ ∠マΒ⌒ヤ∠Α«  

(Say Bismillah, eat  with your right  hand and eat  from whatever is next  to you.)  

Some of the scholars stated that  Basmalah before eat ing is obligatory. Basmalah before having 
sexual intercourse is also recommended. The Two Sahihs recorded that  Ibn ` Abbas said that  the 
Messenger of Allah said,  

»∇ヲ∠ャ ｚラ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ミ∠ギ∠ェ∠ぺ や∠ク⌒ま ∠キや∠ケ∠ぺ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠ヶ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ∠メゅ∠ホ :⌒ユ∇ジ⌒よ 

⌒ぶや ｚユ⊥ヰ∠ヤャや ゅ∠レ∇らあレ∠ィ ∠ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ⌒ょあレ∠ィ∠ヱ ∠ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ゅ∠ョ 
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⊥ヮｚルみ∠プ∩ゅ∠レ∠わ∇ホ∠コ∠ケ ∇ラ⌒ま ∇ケｚギ∠ボ⊥Α ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ∀ギ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇ユ∠ャ ⊥ロｚゲ⊥ツ∠Α 

⊥ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや や⇔ギ∠よ∠ぺ«  

(If  anyone of you before having sexual relat ions with his wife says, 'In the Name of Allah. O 
Allah! Protect  us from Satan and also protect  what  you grant  us (meaning the coming offspring) 
from Satan, ' and if  it  is dest ined that  they should have a child then, Satan will never be able to 
harm that  child.)  

 

The Meaning of "Allah 

Allah is the Name of the Lord, the Exalted. It  is said that  Allah is the Greatest  Name of Allah, 
because it  is referred to when describing Allah by the various at t ributes. For instance, Allah 
said,  

ぴ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ン⌒グｚャや ∠Ι ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ユ⌒ャゅ∠ハ ⌒ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャや 

⌒り∠ギ⇒∠ヰｚゼャや∠ヱ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャや - ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ン⌒グｚャや ∠Ι 
∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥マ⌒ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥サヱぁギ⊥ボ∇ャや ⊥ユ⇒∠ヤｚジャや ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ャや 

⊥リ⌒ヨ∇Β∠ヰ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ゴΑ⌒ゴ∠バ∇ャや ⊥ケゅｚら∠イ∇ャや ⊥ゲあら∠ム∠わ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∇ら⊥シ∠リ⇒∠エ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ゅｚヨ∠ハ 

∠ラヲ⊥ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥Α - ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⊥ペ⌒ヤ⇒∠ガ∇ャや ⊥¬ン⌒ケゅ∠ら∇ャや ⊥ケあヲ∠ダ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ヮ∠ャ 

⊥¬べ∠ヨ∇シｘΙや ヴ∠レ∇ジ⊥エ∇ャや ⊥ウあら∠ジ⊥Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ ゅ∠ョ ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや 

⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ∠ヲ⊥ワ∠ヱ ⊥ゴΑ⌒ゴ∠バ∇ャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ム∠エ∇ャやび   

(He is Allah, beside Whom La ilaha illa Huwa (none has the right  to be worshipped but  He) the 
Knower of the unseen and the seen. He is the Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful.  He is Allah, 
beside Whom La ilaha illa Huwa, the King, the Holy, the One free from all defects, the Giver of 
security, the Watcher over His creatures, the Almighty, the Compeller, the Supreme. Glory be 
to Allah! (High is He) above all that  they associate as partners with Him. He is Allah, the 
Creator, the Inventor of all things, the Bestower of forms. To Him belong the Best  Names. All 
that  is in the heavens and the earth glorify Him. And He is the Almighty, the Wise) (59:22-24).  

Hence, Allah ment ioned several of His Names as At t ributes for His Name Allah. Similarly, Allah 
said,  
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ぴ⌒ヮｚヤャ∠ヱ ⊥¬べ∠ヨ∇シ∠Εや ヴ∠レ∇ジ⊥エ∇ャや ⊥ロヲ⊥ハ∇キゅ∠プ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よび  

(And (all) the Most  Beaut iful Names belong to Allah, so call on Him by them) (7:180), and,  

ぴ⌒モ⊥ホ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや ∠ヮｚヤャや ⌒ヱ∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや ∠リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ゅ６Α∠ぺ ゅｚョ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠ゎ 

⊥ヮ∠ヤ∠プ ∠¬べ∠ヨ∇シｘΙや ヴ∠レ∇ジ⊥エ∇ャやび  

(Say (O Muhammad :) "Invoke Allah or invoke the Most  Gracious (Allah), by whatever name you 
invoke Him (it  is the same), for to Him belong the Best  Names.'') (17:110)  

Also, the Two Sahihs recorded that  Abu Hurayrah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ｚラ⌒ま ⌒ぶ ⇔る∠バ∇ジ⌒ゎ ∠リΒ⌒バ∇ジ⌒ゎ∠ヱ ∩ゅ⇔ヨ∇シや ⇔る∠もゅ⌒ョ ゅ∠ャ⌒ま ∩や⇔ギ⌒ェや∠ヱ ∇リ∠ョ 

∠ワゅ∠ダ∇ェ∠ぺゅ ∠モ∠カ∠キ ∠るｚレ∠イ∇ャや«  

(Allah has ninety-nine Names, one hundred minus one, whoever counts (and preserves) them, 
will enter Paradise.)  

These Names were ment ioned in a Hadith recorded by At -Tirmidhi and Ibn Maj ah, and there are 
several dif ferences between these two narrat ions. 

The Meaning of Ar-Rahman Ar-Rahim - the Most Gracious, the Most 
Merciful 

Ar-Rahman and Ar-Rahim are two names derived from Ar-Rahmah (the mercy), but  Rahman has 
more meanings that  pertain to mercy than Ar-Rahim. There is a statement  by Ibn Jarir that  
indicates that  there is a consensus on this meaning. Further, Al-Qurtubi said, "The proof that  
these names are derived (from Ar-Rahmah), is what  At -Tirmidhi recorded - and graded Sahih 
from ` Abdur-Rahman bin ` Awf that  he heard the Messenger of Allah say,  

»∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ぶや ヴャゅ∠バ∠ゎ :ゅ∠ル∠ぺ ⊥リヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⊥ろ∇ボ∠ヤ∠カ ∠ユ⌒ェｚゲャや 

⊥ろ∇ボ∠ボ∠セ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ ゅ⇔ヨ∇シや ⌒リ⌒ョ ∩ヶ⌒ヨ∇シや ∇リ∠ヨ∠プ ゅ∠ヰ∠ヤ∠タ∠ヱ 

⊥ヮ⊥わ∇ヤ∠タ∠ヱ ∇リ∠ョ∠ヱ ゅヰ∠バ∠ト∠ホ ⊥ヮ⊥わ∇バ∠ト∠ホ«  

(Allah the Exalted said, 'I Am Ar-Rahman. I created the Raham (womb, i.e. family relat ions) and 
derived a name for it  f rom My Name. Hence, whoever keeps it ,  I will keep t ies to him, and 
whoever severs it ,  I will sever t ies with him.') He then said, "This is a text  that  indicates the 
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derivat ion. '' He then said, "The Arabs denied the name Ar-Rahman, because of their ignorance 
about  Allah and His at t ributes. ''  

Al-Qurtubi said, "It  was said that  both Ar-Rahman and Ar-Rahim have the same meaning, such 
as the words Nadman and Nadim, as Abu ` Ubayd has stated. Abu ` Ali Al-Farisi said, ` Ar-
Rahman, which is exclusively for Allah, is a name that  encompasses every type of mercy that  
Allah has. Ar-Rahim is what  effects the believers, for Allah said,  

ぴ∠ラゅ∠ミ∠ヱ ∠リΒ⌒レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⇔ゅヨΒ⌒ェ∠ケび  

(And He is ever Rahim (merciful) to the believers.)' (33:43) Also, Ibn ` Abbas said - about  Ar-
Rahman and Ar-Rahim, ` They are two soft  names, one of them is softer than the other 
(meaning it  carries more implicat ions of mercy). '''  

Ibn Jarir said; As-Surri bin Yahya At -Tamimi narrated to me that  ` Uthman bin Zufar related 
that  Al-` Azrami said about  Ar-Rahman and Ar-Rahim, "He is Ar-Rahman with all creat ion and Ar-
Rahim with the believers. '' Hence. Allah's statements,  

ぴｚユ⊥を ン∠ヲ∠わ∇シや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ス∇ゲ∠バ∇ャや ⊥リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャやび  

(Then He rose over (Istawa) the Throne (in a manner that  suits His majesty), Ar-Rahman) 
(25:59),) and,  

ぴ⊥リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ス∇ゲ∠バ∇ャや ン∠ヲ∠わ∇シやび   

(Ar-Rahman (Allah) rose over (Istawa) the (Mighty) Throne (in a manner that  suits His 
maj esty).) (20:5)  

Allah thus ment ioned the Istawa - rising over the Throne - along with His Name Ar-Rahman, to 
indicate that  His mercy encompasses all of His creat ion. Allah also said,  

ぴ∠ラゅ∠ミ∠ヱ ∠リΒ⌒レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⇔ゅヨΒ⌒ェ∠ケび  

(And He is ever Rahim (merciful) to the believers), thus encompassing the believers with His 
Name Ar-Rahim. They said, "This test if ies to the fact  that  Ar-Rahman carries a broader scope of 
meanings pertaining to the mercy of Allah with His creat ion in both lives. Meanwhile, Ar-Rahim 
is exclusively for the believers. '' Yet , we should ment ion that  there is a supplicat ion that  reads,  

»∠リヨ∇ェ∠ケ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ⌒り∠ゲ⌒カべ∇ャや∠ヱ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ∠ヨΒ⌒ェ∠ケ∠ヱ«  

(The Rahman and the Rahim of this life and the Hereafter)  

Allah's Name Ar-Rahman is exclusively His. For instance, Allah said,  
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ぴ⌒モ⊥ホ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや ∠ヮｚヤャや ⌒ヱ∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや ∠リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ゅ６Α∠ぺ ゅｚョ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠ゎ 

⊥ヮ∠ヤ∠プ ∠¬べ∠ヨ∇シｘΙや ヴ∠レ∇ジ⊥エ∇ャやび  

(Say (O Muhammad ): "Invoke Allah or invoke Ar-Rahman (Allah), by whatever name you invoke 
Him (it  is the same), for to Him belong the Best  Names) (17:110),) and,  

ぴ∇モゃ∇シや∠ヱ ∇リ∠ョ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠シ∇ケ∠ぺ リ⌒ョ ∠マ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ リ⌒ョ べ∠レ⌒ヤ⊥シぁケ ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ∠ぺゅ 
リ⌒ョ ⌒ラヱ⊥キ ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⇔る∠ヰ⌒ャや∠¬ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∠ら∇バ⊥Αび   

(And ask (O Muhammad ) those of Our Messengers whom We sent  before you: "Did We ever 
appoint  alihah (gods) to be worshipped besides Ar-Rahman (Most  Gracious, Allah)'') (43:45).  

Further, when Musaylimah the Liar called himself  the Rahman of Yamamah, Allah made him 
known by the name ` Liar' and exposed him. Hence, whenever Musaylimah is ment ioned, he is 
described as ` the Liar'.  He became an example for lying among the residents of the cit ies and 
villages and the residents of the deserts, the bedouins.  

Therefore, Allah f irst  ment ioned His Name - Allah - that  is exclusively His and described this 
Name by Ar-Rahman, which no one else is allowed to use, j ust  as Allah said,  

ぴ⌒モ⊥ホ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや ∠ヮｚヤャや ⌒ヱ∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇キや ∠リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ゅ６Α∠ぺ ゅｚョ ∇やヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠ゎ 

⊥ヮ∠ヤ∠プ ∠¬べ∠ヨ∇シｘΙや ヴ∠レ∇ジ⊥エ∇ャやび  

(Say (O Muhammad ): "Invoke Allah or invoke Ar-Rahman (Allah), by whatever name you invoke 
Him (it  is the same), for to Him belong the Best  Names.'') (17:110)  

Only Musaylimah and those who followed his misguided ways described Musaylimah by Ar-
Rahman.  

As for Allah's Name Ar-Rahim, Allah has described others by it .  For instance, Allah said,  

ぴ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ミ∠¬べ∠ィ ∀メヲ⊥シ∠ケ ∇リあョ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ ∀ゴΑ⌒ゴ∠ハ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ョゅ 
∇ユぁわ⌒レ∠ハ ∀ゾΑ⌒ゲ∠ェ ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠リΒ⌒レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ャゅ⌒よ ∀フヱ⊥¬∠ケ ∀ユΒ⌒ェｚケび   

(Verily, there has come unto you a Messenger (Muhammad ) from amongst  yourselves (i.e. 
whom you know well).  It  grieves him that  you should receive any inj ury or dif f iculty. He 
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(Muhammad ) is anxious over you (to be right ly guided) for the believers (he is) kind (full of 
pity), and Rahim (merciful)) (9:128).  

Allah has also described some of His creat ion using some of His other Names. For instance, 
Allah said,  

ぴゅｚル⌒ま ゅ∠レ∇ボ∠ヤ∠カ ∠リ⇒∠ジル⌒Ηや リ⌒ョ ∃る∠ヘ∇トぁル ∃ァゅ∠ゼ∇ョ∠ぺ ⌒ヮΒ⌒ヤ∠わ∇らｚル 

⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠イ∠プ ⇔ゅバΒ⌒ヨ∠シ ⇔やゲΒ⌒ダ∠よび   

(Verily, We have created man from Nut fah (drops) of mixed semen (sexual discharge of man 
and woman), in order to t ry him, so We made him hearer (Sami` ) and seer (Basir) (76:2).  

In conclusion, there are several of Allah's Names that  are used as names for others besides 
Allah. Further, some of Allah's Names are exclusive for Allah alone, such as Allah, Ar-Rahman, 
Al-Khaliq (the Creator), Ar-Raziq (the Sustainer), and so forth.  

Hence, Allah started the Tasmiyah (meaning, ` In the Name of Allah, Most  Gracious Most  
Merciful') with His Name, Allah, and described Himself  as Ar-Rahman, (Most  Gracious) which is 
softer and more general than Ar-Rahim. The most  honorable Names are ment ioned f irst ,  j ust  as 
Allah did here.  

A Hadith narrated by Umm Salamah stated that  the recitat ion of the Messenger of Allah was 
slow and clear, let ter by let ter,  

ぴ⌒ユ∇ジ⌒よ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャや - ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ 

∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャや - ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャや - ⌒マ⌒ヤ⇒∠ョ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒リΑあギャやび   

(In the Name of Allah, the Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful.  All the praises and thanks be to 
Allah, the Lord of all that  exists. The Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful.  The Owner of the Day 
of Recompense) (1:1-4).  

And this is how a group of scholars recite it .  Others connected the recitat ion of the Tasmiyah 
to Al-Hamd.  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび   

(2. Al-Hamd be to Allah, the Lord of all that  exists.) 

The Meaning of Al-Hamd 

Abu Ja` far bin Jarir said, "The meaning of  
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ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャび  

(Al-Hamdu Lillah) (all praise and thanks be to Allah) is: all thanks are due purely to Allah, 
alone, not  any of the obj ects that  are being worshipped instead of Him, nor any of His 
creat ion. These thanks are due to Allah's innumerable favors and bount ies, that  only He knows 
the amount  of. Allah's bount ies include creat ing the tools that  help the creat ion worship Him, 
the physical bodies with which they are able to implement  His commands, the sustenance that  
He provides them in this life, and the comfortable life He has granted them, without  anything 
or anyone compelling Him to do so. Allah also warned His creat ion and alerted them about  the 
means and methods with which they can earn eternal dwelling in the residence of everlast ing 
happiness. All thanks and praise are due to Allah for these favors from beginning to end.''  

Further, Ibn Jarir commented on the Ayah,  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャび  

(Al-Hamdu Lillah), that  it  means, "A praise that  Allah praised Himself  with, indicat ing to His 
servants that  they too should praise Him, as if  Allah had said, ` Say: All thanks and praise is due 
to Allah. ' It  was said that  the statement ,  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャび  

(All praise and thanks be to Allah), entails praising Allah by ment ioning His most  beaut iful 
Names and most  honorable At t ributes. When one proclaims, ` All thanks are due to Allah, ' he 
will be thanking Him for His favors and bount ies. '' 

The Difference between Praise and Thanks 

Hamd is more general, in that  it  is a statement  of praise for one's characterist ics, or for what  
he has done. Thanks are given for what  was done, not  merely for characterist ics. 

The Statements of the Salaf about Al-Hamd 

Hafs ment ioned that  ` Umar said to ` Ali,  "We know La ilaha illallah, Subhan Allah and Allahu 
Akbar. What  about  Al-Hamdu Lillah'' ` Ali said, "A statement  that  Allah liked for Himself ,  was 
pleased with for Himself and He likes that  it  be repeated.'' Also, Ibn ` Abbas said, "Al-Hamdu 

Lillah is the statement  of appreciat ion. When the servant  says Al-Hamdu Lillah, Allah says, ` My 
servant  has praised Me.'' Ibn Abi Hat im recorded this Hadith 

 

The Virtues of Al-Hamd 

Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal recorded that  Al-Aswad bin Sari`  said, "I said, ` O Messenger of Allah! 
Should I recite to you words of praise for My Lord, the Exalted, that  I have collected' He said,  
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»ゅ∠ョ∠ぺ ｚラ⌒ま ∠マｚよ∠ケ ぁょ⌒エ⊥Α ∠ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや«  

(Verily, your Lord likes Al-Hamd.)''  

An-Nasa'i also recorded this Hadith. Furthermore, Abu ` Isa At -Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Maj ah 
recorded that  Musa bin Ibrahim bin Kathir related that  Talhah bin Khirash said that  Jabir bin 
` Abdullah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»⊥モ∠ツ∇プ∠ぺ ⌒ゲ∇ミあグャや ゅ∠ャ ∠ヮャ⌒ま ゅｚャ⌒ま ∩⊥ぶや ⊥モ∠ツ∇プ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⌒¬ゅ∠ハぁギャや 

ぶ⌒キ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや«  

(The best  Dhikr (remembering Allah) is La ilaha illallah and the best  supplicat ion is Al-Hamdu 
Lillah.)  

At-Tirmidhi said that  this Hadith is Hasan Gharib. Also, Ibn Maj ah recorded that  Anas bin Malik 
said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ョ ∠ユ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ ⊥ぶや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⇔る∠ヨ∇バ⌒ル∃ギ∇ら∠ハ ∠メゅ∠ボ∠プ :⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ∩⌒ぶ ゅｚャ⌒ま 

∠ラゅ∠ミ ヵ⌒グｚャや ヴ∠ト∇ハ∠ぺ ∠モ∠ツ∇プ∠ぺ ゅｚヨ⌒ョ ∠グ∠カ∠ぺ«  

(No servant  is blessed by Allah and says,` Al-Hamdu Lillah',  except  that  what  he was given is 
bet ter than that  which he has himself  acquired.) Further, in his Sunan, Ibn Maj ah recorded that  
Ibn ` Umar said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ｚラ⌒ま や⇔ギ∇ら∠ハ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒キゅ∠ら⌒ハ ⌒ぶや ∠メゅ∠ホ:ゅ∠Α あゆ∠ケ ∠マ∠ャ ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ 

ヶ⌒ピ∠ら∇レ∠Α ⌒メゅ∠ヤ∠イ⌒ャ ∠マ⌒ヰ∇ィ∠ヱ ⌒ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハ∠ヱ ∠マ⌒ルゅ∠ト∇ヤ⊥シ .∇ろ∠ヤ∠ツ∠バ∠プ 

⌒リ∇Β∠ム∠ヤ∠ヨ∇ャゅ⌒よ ∇ユ∠ヤ∠プ ゅ∠Α⌒ケ∇ギ∠Α ∠ブ∇Β∠ミ ゅ∠ヰ⌒ルゅ∠ら⊥わ∇ム∠Α や∠ギ⌒バ∠ダ∠プ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ぶや 

ゅ∠ャゅ∠ボ∠プ :ゅ∠Α ゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ｚラ⌒ま や⇔ギ∇ら∠ハ ∇ギ∠ホ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⇔る∠ャゅ∠ボ∠ョ ゅ∠ャ ヵ⌒ケ∇ギ∠ル ∠ブ∇Β∠ミ 

∩ゅ∠ヰ⊥ら⊥わ∇ム∠ル ∠メゅ∠ホ ∩⊥ぶや ∠ヲ⊥ワ∠ヱ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ロ⊥ギ∇ら∠ハ :や∠クゅ∠ョ 

∠メゅ∠ホ ∨ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ゅ∠ャゅ∠ホ :ゅ∠Α あゆ∠ケ ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ :∠マ∠ャ ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ゅ∠Α 
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あゆ∠ケ ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ ヶ⌒ピ∠ら∇レ∠Α ⌒メゅ∠ヤ∠イ⌒ャ ∠マ⌒ヰ∇ィ∠ヱ ⌒ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハ∠ヱ ∠マ⌒ルゅ∠ト∇ヤ⊥シ .

∠メゅ∠ボ∠プ ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ∠ャ :ゅ∠ワゅ∠ら⊥わ∇ミや ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ ∠メゅ∠ホ ∩ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ヴｚわ∠ェ 

ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ボ∇ヤ∠Α ⌒ヮΑ⌒ゴ∇ィ∠ほ∠プ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ.«  

(A servant  of Allah once said, ` O Allah! Yours is the Hamd that  is suitable for the grace of Your 
Face and the greatness of Your Supreme Authority. ' The two angels were confused as to how to 
write these words. They ascended to Allah and said, ` O our Lord! A servant  has j ust  ut tered a 
statement  and we are unsure how to record it  for him.' Allah said while having more knowledge 
in what  His servant  has said, 'What  did My servant  say' They said, ` He said, ` O Allah! Yours is 
the Hamd that  is suitable for the grace of Your Face and the greatness of Your Supreme 
Authority. ' Allah said to them, ` Write it  as My servant  has said it ,  unt il he meets Me and then I 
shall reward him for it .) 

Al before Hamd encompasses all Types of Thanks and Appreciation 
for Allah 

The let ters Alif  and Lam before the word Hamd serve to encompass all t ypes of thanks and 
appreciat ion for Allah, the Exalted. A Hadith stated,  

»ｚユ⊥ヰｚヤャや ∠マ∠ャ ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ∩⊥ヮぁヤ⊥ミ ∠マ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ヨ∇ャや⊥マ∇ヤ ∩⊥ヮぁヤ⊥ミ ∠ポ⌒ギ∠Β⌒よ∠ヱ 

⊥ゲ∇Β∠ガ∇ャや ∩⊥ヮぁヤ⊥ミ ∠マ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥ノ∠ィ∇ゲ⊥Α ⊥ゲ∇ョ∠ほ∇ャや ⊥ヮぁヤ⊥ミ«  

(O Allah! All of Al-Hamd is due to You, You own all the ownership, all t ypes of good are in Your 
Hand and all affairs belong to You.) 

The Meaning of Ar-Rabb, the Lord 

Ar-Rabb is the owner who has full authority over his property. Ar-Rabb, linguist ically means, 
the master or the one who has the authority to lead. All of these meanings are correct  for 
Allah. When it  is alone, the word Rabb is used only for Allah. As for other than Allah, it  can be 
used to say Rabb Ad-Dar, the master of such and such obj ect . Further, it  was reported that  Ar-
Rabb is Allah's Greatest  Name. 

The Meaning of Al-` Alamin 

Al-` Alamin is plural for ` Alam, which encompasses everything in existence except  Allah. The 
word ` Alam is itself  a plural word, having no singular form. The ` Alamin are dif ferent  creat ions 
that  exist  in the heavens and the earth, on land and at  sea. Every generat ion of creat ion is 
called an ` Alam. Al-Farra`  and Abu ` Ubayd said, "` Alam includes all that  has a mind, the Jinns, 
mankind, the angels and the devils, but  not  the animals. '' Also, Zayd bin Aslam and Abu 
Muhaysin said, ` Alam includes all that  Allah has created with a soul. '' Further, Qatadah said 
about ,  
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ぴあゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび  

(The Lord of the ` Alamin), "Every type of creat ion is an ` Alam.'' Az-Zaj j aj  also said, "Alam 
encompasses everything that  Allah created, in this life and in the Hereafter. '' Al-Qurtubi 
commented, "This is the correct  meaning, that  the ` Alam encompasses everything that  Allah 
created in both worlds. Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ラ∇ヲ∠ハ∇ゲ⌒プ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ぁゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャや - ∠メゅ∠ホ ぁゆ∠ケ 

⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ べ∠ヨ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ラ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ∠リΒ⌒レ⌒ホヲぁョび   

(Fir` awn (Pharaoh) said: "And what  is the Lord of the ` Alamin'' Musa (Moses) said: "The Lord of 
the heavens and the earth, and all that  is between them, if  you seek to be convinced with 
certainty'') (26:23-24).  

Why is the Creation called ` Alam 

` Alam is derived from ` Alamah, that  is because it  is a sign test ifying to the existence of it s 
Creator and to His Oneness. ''  

ぴ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび   

(3. Ar-Rahman (the Most  Gracious), Ar-Rahim (the Most  Merciful)). Allah said next ,  

ぴ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび   

(Ar-Rahman (the Most  Gracious), Ar-Rahim (the Most  Merciful)) We explained these Names in 
the Basmalah. Al-Qurtubi said, "Allah has described Himself  by ` Ar-Rahman, Ar-Rahim' after 
saying ` the Lord of the Alamin',  so His statement  here includes a warning, and then an 
encouragement . Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴ∇¬ヴあら∠ル ン⌒キゅ∠ら⌒ハ ヴあル∠ぺ ゅ∠ル∠ぺ ⊥ケヲ⊥ヘ∠ピ∇ャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャや - ｚラ∠ぺ∠ヱ 

∠ハヴ⌒よや∠グ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ゆや∠グ∠バ∇ャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ャｘΙやび   

(Declare (O Muhammad ) unto My servants, that  t ruly, I am the Oft -Forgiving, the Most  
Merciful.  And that  My torment  is indeed the most  painful torment .) (15:49-50) Allah said,  

ぴｚラ⌒ま ∠マｚよ∠ケ ⊥ノΑ⌒ゲ∠シ ⌒ゆゅ∠ボ⌒バ∇ャや ｚル⌒ま∠ヱ⊥ヮ ∀ケヲ⊥ヘ∠ピ∠ャ ∀ユΒ⌒ェｚケび  
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(Surely, your Lord is swift  in ret ribut ion, and certainly He is Oft -Forgiving, Most  Merciful.) 
(6:165)  

Hence, Rabb contains a warning while Ar-Rahman Ar-Rahim encourages. Further, Muslim 
recorded in his Sahih that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»∇ヲ∠ャ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ャや ゅ∠ョ ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ⌒ぶや ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒る∠よヲ⊥ボ⊥バ∇ャや ゅ∠ョ ∠ノ⌒ヨ∠デ 

ヶ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒わｚレ∠ィ ∩∀ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α ⊥ゲ⌒プゅ∠ム∇ャや ゅ∠ョ ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ⌒ぶや ∠リ⌒ョ 

⌒る∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ゅ∠ョ ∠テ∠レ∠ホ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒わ∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ ∀ギ∠ェ∠ぺ«  

(If  the believer knew what  punishment  Allah has, none would have hope in acquiring His 
Paradise, and if  the disbeliever knew what  mercy Allah has, none will lose hope of earning His 
earning.)  

ぴ⌒マ⌒ヤ⇒∠ョ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒リΑあギャやび   

(4. The Owner of the Day of Recompense.) 

Indicating Sovereignty on the Day of Judgment 

Allah ment ioned His sovereignty of the Day of Resurrect ion, but  this does not  negate His 
sovereignty over all other things. For Allah ment ioned that  He is the Lord of existence, 
including this earthly life and the Hereafter. Allah only ment ioned the Day of Recompense here 
because on that  Day, no one except  Him will be able to claim ownership of anything 
whatsoever. On that  Day, no one will be allowed to speak without  His permission. Similarly, 
Allah said,  

ぴ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⊥ュヲ⊥ボ∠Α ⊥ゥヱぁゲャや ⊥る∠ム⌒ゃ⇒∠ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや∠ヱ ⇔ゅ∂ヘ∠タ ｚΙ ∠ラヲ⊥ヨｚヤ∠ム∠わ∠Α ｚΙ⌒ま 

∇リ∠ョ ∠ラ⌒ク∠ぺ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱ ⇔ゅよや∠ヲ∠タび   

(The Day that  Ar-Ruh (Jibril (Gabriel) or another angel) and the angels will stand forth in rows, 
they will not  speak except  him whom the Most  Gracious (Allah) allows, and he will speak what  
is right .) (78:38),  

ぴ⌒ろ∠バ∠ゼ∠カ∠ヱ ⊥れや∠ヲ∇タ∠Εや ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲヤ⌒ャ ∠Κ∠プ ⊥ノ∠ヨ∇ジ∠ゎ ｚΙ⌒ま 

⇔ゅジ∇ヨ∠ワび  
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(And all voices will be humbled for the Most  Gracious (Allah), and nothing shall you hear but  
the low voice of their footsteps.)(20:108), and,  

ぴ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒れ∇ほ∠Α ∠Ι ⊥ユｚヤ∠ム∠ゎ ∀ザ∇ヘ∠ル ｚΙ⌒ま ⌒ヮ⌒ル∇ク⌒み⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ヨ∠プ ｘヴ⌒ボ∠セ 

∀ギΒ⌒バ∠シ∠ヱび   

(On the Day when it  comes, no person shall speak except  by His (Allah's) leave. Some among 
them will be wretched and (others) blessed) (11:105).  

Ad-Dahhak said that  Ibn ` Abbas commented, "Allah says, ` On that  Day, no one owns anything 
that  they used to own in the world. ''' 

The Meaning of Yawm Ad-Din 

Ibn ` Abbas said, "Yawm Ad-Din is the Day of Recompense for the creatures, meaning the Day of 
Judgment . On that  Day, Allah will reckon the creat ion for their deeds, evil for evil,  good for 
good, except  for those whom He pardons. '' In addit ion, several other Companions, Tabi` in and 
scholars of the Salaf, said similarly, for this meaning is apparent  and clear from the Ayah.  

 

Allah is Al-Malik (King or Owner) 

Allah is the True Owner (Malik) (of everything and everyone). Allah said,  

ぴ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ン⌒グｚャや ∠Ι ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥マ⌒ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥サヱぁギ⊥ボ∇ャや 

⊥ユ⇒∠ヤｚジャやび  

(He is Allah, beside Whom La ilaha illa Huwa, the King, the Holy, the One free from all defects) 
(59:23).  

Also, the Two Sahihs recorded Abu Hurayrah saying that  the Prophet  said,  

»⊥ノ∠レ∇カ∠ぺ ∃ユ∇シや ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ⌒ぶや ∀モ⊥ィ∠ケ ヴｚヨ∠ジ∠ゎ ⌒マ⌒ヤ∠ヨ⌒よ ⌒ポゅ∠ヤ∇ョ∠ほ∇ャや 

ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠マ⌒ャゅ∠ョ ゅｚャ⌒ま ⊥ぶや«  

(The most  despicable name to Allah is a person who calls himself the king of kings, while there 
are no owners except  Allah.)  

Also the Two Sahihs recorded that  the Messenger of Allah said,  
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»⊥ヂ⌒ら∇ボ∠Α ⊥ぶや ∠チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや ヵ⌒ヲ∇ト∠Α∠ヱ ∠¬ゅ∠ヨｚジャや ⌒ヮ⌒レΒ⌒ヨ∠Β⌒よ ｚユ⊥を 

⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Α :∠ぺゅ∠ル ∩⊥マ⌒ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠リ∇Α∠ぺ ⊥ポヲ⊥ヤ⊥ョ ∨⌒チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや ∠リ∇Α∠ぺ 

∨∠ラヱ⊥ケゅｚら∠イ∇ャや ∠リ∇Α∠ぺ ∨∠ラヱ⊥ゲあら∠ム∠わ⊥ヨ∇ャや«  

((On the Day of Judgement ) Allah will grasp the earth and fold up the heavens with His Right  
Hand and proclaim, 'I Am the King! Where are the kings of the earth Where are the tyrants 
Where are the arrogant ')  

Also, in the the Glorious Qur'an;  

ぴ⌒リ∠ヨあャ ⊥マ∇ヤ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ⌒ギ⌒ェ∠ヲ∇ャや ⌒ケゅｚヰ∠ボ∇ャやび  

(Whose is the kingdom this Day Allah's, the One, the Irresist ible.)(40:16).  

As for calling someone other than Allah a king in this life, 3-24). :23NNA  

r-Rahman (the Most  Gracious), Ar-Rahim (the Most  Merciful)) We explained these Names in the 
Basmalah. Al-Qurtubi said, "Allah has described Himself  by ` Ar-Rahman, Ar-Rahim' after saying 
` the Lord of the Alamin',  so His statement  here includes a warning, and then an 
encouragement . Similarly, Allah said, � RNA ? Allah is Al-Malik (King or Owner)  

Allah is the True Owner (Malik) (of everything and everyone). Allah said,  

ぴ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ン⌒グｚャや ∠Ι ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥マ⌒ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥サヱぁギ⊥ボ∇ャや 

⊥ユ⇒∠ヤｚジャやび  

(He is Allah, beside Whom La ilaha illa Huwa, the King, the Holy, the One free from all defects) 
(59:23).  

Also, the Two Sahihs recorded Abu Hurayrah saying that  the Prophet  said,  

»⊥ノ∠レ∇カ∠ぺ ∃ユ∇シや ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ⌒ぶや ∀モ⊥ィ∠ケ ヴｚヨ∠ジ∠ゎ ⌒マ⌒ヤ∠ヨ⌒よ ⌒ポゅ∠ヤ∇ョ∠ほ∇ャや 

ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠マ⌒ャゅ∠ョ ゅｚャ⌒ま ⊥ぶや«  

(The most  despicable name to Allah is a person who calls himself the king of kings, while there 
are no owners except  Allah.)  
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Also the Two Sahihs recorded that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»⊥ヂ⌒ら∇ボ∠Α ⊥ぶや ∠チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや ヵ⌒ヲ∇ト∠Α∠ヱ ∠¬ゅ∠ヨｚジャや ⌒ヮ⌒レΒ⌒ヨ∠Β⌒よ ｚユ⊥を 

⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Α :ゅ∠ル∠ぺ ∩⊥マ⌒ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠リ∇Α∠ぺ ヲ⊥ヤ⊥ョ⊥ポ ∨⌒チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや ∠リ∇Α∠ぺ 

∨∠ラヱ⊥ケゅｚら∠イ∇ャや ∠リ∇Α∠ぺ ∨∠ラヱ⊥ゲあら∠ム∠わ⊥ヨ∇ャや«  

((On the Day of Judgement ) Allah will grasp the earth and fold up the heavens with His Right  
Hand and proclaim, 'I Am the King! Where are the kings of the earth Where are the tyrants 
Where are the arrogant ')  

Also, in the the Glorious Qur'an;  

ぴ⌒リ∠ヨあャ ⊥マ∇ヤ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ⌒ギ⌒ェ∠ヲ∇ャや ⌒ケゅｚヰ∠ボ∇ャやび  

(Whose is the kingdom this Day Allah's, the One, the Irresist ible.)(40:16).  

As for calling someone other than Allah a king in this life, then it  is done as a f igure of speech. 
For instance, Allah said,  

ぴｚラ⌒ま ∠ヮｚヤャや ∇ギ∠ホ ∠ゑ∠バ∠よ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ∠れヲ⊥ャゅ∠デ ゅ⇔ム⌒ヤ∠ョび  

(Indeed Allah appointed Talut  (Saul) as a king over you.) (2:247),  

ぴ∠ラゅ∠ミ∠ヱ ユ⊥ワ∠¬へ∠ケ∠ヱ ∀マ⌒ヤｚョび  

(As there was a king behind them)(18:79), and,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま ∠モ∠バ∠ィ ∇ユ⊥ムΒ⌒プ ∠¬べ∠Β⌒ら∇ル∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ヤ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ ⇔ゅミヲ⊥ヤぁョび  

When He made Prophets among you, and made you kings )5:20(.  

Also, the Two Sahihs recorded,  

»⊥モ∇ん⌒ョ ⌒ポヲ⊥ヤ⊥ヨ∇ャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒りｚゲ⌒シ∠ほ∇ャや«  

(Just  like kings reclining on their thrones) 
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The Meaning of Ad-Din 

 

Ad-Din means the reckoning, the reward or punishment . Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴ∃グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Α ⊥ユ⌒ヰΒあプ∠ヲ⊥Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ∠レΑ⌒キ ｚペ∠エ∇ャやび  

(On that  Day Allah will pay them the (Dinahum) recompense (of their deeds) in full) (24:25), 
and,  

ぴゅｚル⌒¬∠ぺ Α⌒ギ∠ヨ∠ャ∠ラヲ⊥レび  

(Shall we indeed (be raised up) to receive reward or punishment  (according to our deeds)) 
(37:53). A Hadith stated,  

»⊥ザあΒ∠ム∇ャや ∇リ∠ョ ∠ラや∠キ ⊥ヮ∠ジ∇ヘ∠ル ∠モ⌒ヨ∠ハ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヨ⌒ャ ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ⌒れヲ∠ヨ∇ャや«  

(The wise person is he who reckons himself  and works for (his life) after death.) meaning, he 
holds himself accountable. Also, ` Umar said, "Hold yourself  accountable before you are held 
accountable, weigh yourselves before you are weighed, and be prepared for the biggest  
gathering before He Whose knowledge encompasses your deeds,  

ぴ∃グ⌒ゃ∠ョ∇ヲ∠Α ∠ラヲ⊥ッ∠ゲ∇バ⊥ゎ ∠Ι ヴ∠ヘ∇ガ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ムレ⌒ョ ∀る∠Β⌒プゅ∠カび   

(That  Day shall you be brought  to Judgement , not  a secret  of yours will be hidden) (69:18). ''  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび   

(5. You we worship, and You we ask for help.) (1:5) 

The Linguistic and Religious Meaning of ` Ibadah 

Linguist ically, ` Ibadah means subdued. For instance, a road is described as Mu` abbadah, 
meaning, ` paved'. In religious terminology, ` Ibadah implies the utmost  love, humilit y and fear.  

 

The Merit of stating the Object of the Action before the Doer of the 
Act, and the Merit of these Negations 
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You... '',  means, we worship You alone and none else, and rely on You alone and none else. This 
is the perfect  form of obedience and the ent ire religion is implied by these two ideas. Some of 
the Salaf said, Al-Fat ihah is the secret  of the Qur'an, while these words are the secret  of Al-
Fat ihah,  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび   

(5. You we worship, and You we ask for help from.)  

The f irst  part  is a declarat ion of innocence from Shirk (polytheism), while the second negates 
having any power or st rength, displaying the recognit ion that  all affairs are cont rolled by Allah 
alone. This meaning is reiterated in various instances in the Qur'an. For instance, Allah said,  

ぴ⊥ら∇ハゅ∠プ⊥ロ∇ギ ∇モｚミ∠ヲ∠ゎ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠マぁよ∠ケ ∃モ⌒ヘ⇒∠ピ⌒よ ゅｚヨ∠ハ 

∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎび  

(So worship Him (O Muhammad ) and put  your t rust  in Him. And your Lord is not  unaware of 
what  you (people) do.) (11:123),  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ゅｚレ∠ョや∠¬ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ∠レ∇ヤｚミ∠ヲ∠ゎゅび  

(Say: "He is the Most  Gracious (Allah), in Him we believe, and in Him we put  our t rust . '') 
(67:29),  

ぴぁゆｚケ ⌒ベ⌒ゲ∇ゼ∠ヨ∇ャや ⌒ゆ⌒ゲ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや∠ヱ ∠Ι ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ロ∇グ⌒ガｚゎゅ∠プ 

⇔ΚΒ⌒ミ∠ヱび   

((He alone is) the Lord of the east  and the west ; La ilaha illa Huwa (none has the right  to be 
worshipped but  He).  

So take Him alone as Wakil (Disposer of your affairs)), (73:9), and,  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび   

(You we worship, and You we ask for help from).  

We should ment ion that  in this Ayah, the type of speech here changes from the third person to 
direct  speech by using the Kaf in the statement  Iyyaka (You). This is because after the servant  
praised and thanked Allah, he stands before Him, addressing Him direct ly;  
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ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ∠わ∇ジ∠ル⊥リΒ⌒バび   

(You we worship, and You we ask for help from).  

So take Him alone as Wakil (Disposer of your affairs)), (73:9), and,  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび   

(You we worship, and You we ask for help from).  

We should ment ion that  in this Ayah, the type of speech here changes from the third person to 
direct  speech by using the Kaf in the statement  Iyyaka (You). This is because after the servant  
praised and thanked Allah, he stands before Him, addressing Him direct ly;  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ∠ポゅ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび   

(You we worship, and You we ask for help from).  

Al-Fatihah indicates the Necessity of praising Allah. It is required in 
every PrayerThe beginning of Surat  Al-Fat ihah contains Allah's praise for Himself  by His 

most  beaut iful At t ributes and indicates to His servants that , they too, should praise Him in the 
same manner. Hence, the prayer is not  valid unless one recites Al-Fat ihah, if  he is able. The 
Two Sahihs recorded that  ` Ubadah bin As-Samit  said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ャ ∠りゅ∠ヤ∠タ ∇リ∠ヨ⌒ャ ∇ユ∠ャ ∇ぺ∠ゲ∇ボ∠Α ⌒る∠エ⌒ゎゅ∠ヘ⌒よ ⌒ゆゅ∠わ⌒ム∇ャや«  

(There is no valid prayer for whoever does not  recite Al-Fat ihah of the Book.)  

Also, it  is recorded in Sahih Muslim that  Abu Hurayrah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ャゅ∠バ∠ゎ:  ⊥ろ∇ヨ∠ジ∠ホ ∠りゅ∠ヤｚダャや ヶ⌒レ∇Β∠よ ∠リ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ 

ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ∩⌒リ∇Β∠ヘ∇ダ⌒ル ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヘ∇ダ⌒レ∠プ ヶ⌒ャ ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヘ∇ダ⌒ル∠ヱ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ 

ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ ∩∠メ∠ほ∠シ や∠ク⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ギ∇ら∠バ∇ャや:  
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»⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ ∂ゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャや ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ｚラ⌒ま ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α 

∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ∀り∠ヲ⇒∠ゼ⌒ビ ∠ハヴ∠ヤ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや 

∠ラヲ⊥ボ⌒ヘレ⊥Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ¬へ∠ヲ∠シ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ ∇ユ⊥ワ∇ケ⌒グレ⊥ゎ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ホヲ⊥Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⌒ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャゅ⌒よ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒バ∇ヨ∠シ 

∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ ∇ユ⊥ワ∇ケ⌒グレ⊥ゎ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∇ュ∠ぺ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠リΒ⌒ボｚわ⊥ヨ∇ヤ∂ャ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ べ∠ヨ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α∠ラヲ ｚラ⌒ま ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ 

⊥ヮｚヤャや ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャや«  

∩ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ぶや :ヴレ∇を∠ぺ ｚヶ∠ヤ∠ハ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ や∠クみ∠プ ∠メゅ∠ホ:  

ぴ⌒マ⌒ヤ⇒∠ョ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒リΑあギャやび ∩ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ぶや :ヶ⌒ル∠ギｚイ∠ョ ∩ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱ 

∠メゅ∠ホ:  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ル⊥リΒび ∩ ∠メゅ∠ホ :や∠グワ ヶ⌒レ∇Β∠よ ∠リ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ 

∩ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ ∩∠メ∠ほ∠シ や∠ク⌒み∠プ ∠メゅ∠ホ:  

ぴゅ∠ル⌒ギ∇ワや ∠ヅや∠ゲあダャや ∠ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

ぴ∠ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ろ∇ヨ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや 

∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒあャべｚツャやび ∩ ∠メゅ∠ホ :や∠グワ ∩ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ∠ヱ 

ゅ∠ョ ∠メ∠ほ∠シ«  
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(Allah said, ` I divided the prayer into two halves between Myself  and My servant , one half  is for 
Me and one half  for My servant . My servant  shall have what  he asks for. ' When the servant  says,  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび   

(All praise and thanks be to Allah, the Lord of all that  exists.),  Allah says, ` My servant  has 
praised Me.' When the servant  says,  

ぴ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび   

(The Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful),  Allah says, ` My servant  has praised Me.' When the 
servant  says,  

ぴ⌒マ⌒ヤ⇒∠ョ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒リΑあギャやび   

(The Owner of the Day of Recompense), Allah says, ` My servant  has glorif ied Me.' If  the servant  
says,  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび   

(You we worship, and You we ask for help), Allah says, ` This is between Me and My servant , 
and My servant  shall have what  he asked.' If  the servant  says,  

ぴゅ∠ル⌒ギ∇ワや ∠ヅや∠ゲあダャや ∠ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ャや - ∠ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ろ∇ヨ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒあャべｚツャやび   

(Guide us to the st raight  path. The path of those on whom You have bestowed Your grace, not  
(that ) of those who have earned Your anger, nor of those who went  ast ray), Allah says, ` This is 
for My servant , and My servant  shall have what  he asked.') 

Tawhid Al-Uluhiyyah 

Ad-Dahhak narrated that  Ibn ` Abbas said,  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ルび  

(You we worship) means, "It  is You whom we single out , Whom we fear and Whom we hope in, 
You alone, our Lord,  
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Tawhid Ar-Rububiyyah 

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび  

(And You we ask for help from), to obey you and in all of our affairs. '' Further, Qatadah said 
that  the Ayah,  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ル ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび   

(You we worship, and You we ask for help from) "Contains Allah's command to us to perform 
sincere worship for Him and to seek His aid concerning all of our affairs. '' Allah ment ioned,  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ギ⊥ら∇バ∠ルび  

(You we worship) before,  

ぴ∠ポゅｚΑ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥リΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ルび  

(And You we ask for help from), because the obj ect ive here is the worship, while Allah's help is 
the tool to implement  this obj ect ive. Certainly, one f irst  takes care of the most  important  
aspects and then what  is less important , and Allah knows best .  

 

Allah called His Prophet 

� � �  � � � �  � � � �  � � � �  

 an ` Abd 

Allah called His Messenger an ` Abd (servant ) when He ment ioned sending down His Book, the 
Prophet 's involvement  in invit ing to Him, and when ment ioning the Isra' (overnight  j ourney from 
Makkah to Jerusalem and then to heaven), and these are the Prophet 's most  honorable 
missions. Allah said,  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ン⌒グｚャや ∠メ∠ゴ∇ル∠ぺ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ロ⌒ギ∇ら∠ハ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャやび  

(All praise and thanks be to Allah, Who has sent  down to His servant  (Muhammad ) the Book 
(the Qur'an)) (18:1),  
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ぴ⊥ヮｚル∠ぺ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヨｚャ ∠ュゅ∠ホ ⊥ギ∇ら∠ハ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⊥ロヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Αび  

(And when the servant  of Allah (Muhammad ) stood up invoking Him (his Lord �  Allah in 
prayer)), (72:19) and,  

ぴ∠エ∇ら⊥シ∠ラゅ ン⌒グｚャや ン∠ゲ∇シ∠ぺ ⌒ロ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒よ ⇔Κ∇Β∠ャび  

(Glorif ied (and Exalted) be He (Allah) (above all that  they associate with Him) Who took His 
servant  (Muhammad ) for a j ourney by night ) (17:1).  

Encouraging the Performance of the Acts of Worship during Times 
of Distress 

Allah also recommended that  His Prophet  resort  to acts of worship during t imes when he felt  
dist ressed because of the disbelievers who defied and denied him. Allah said,  

ぴ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠ル ∠マｚル∠ぺ ⊥ペΒ⌒ツ∠Α ∠ポ⊥ケ∇ギ∠タ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α - 

∇ウあら∠ジ∠プ ∇ヨ∠エ⌒よ⌒ギ ∠マあよ∠ケ ∇リ⊥ミ∠ヱ ∠リあョ ∠リΑ⌒ギ⌒イ⇒ｚジャや - ∇ギ⊥ら∇ハや∠ヱ 

∠マｚよ∠ケ ヴｚわ∠ェ ∠マ∠Β⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ⊥リΒ⌒ボ∠Β∇ャやび   

(Indeed, We know that  your breast  is st raitened at  what  they say. So glorify the praises of your 
Lord and be of those who prost rate themselves (to Him). And worship your Lord unt il there 
comes unto you the certainty (i.e. death)) (15:97-99).  

 

Why Praise was mentioned First 

Since the praise of Allah, Who is being sought  for help, was ment ioned, it  was appropriate that  
one follows the praise by asking for his need. We stated that  Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヘ∇ダ⌒レ∠プ ヶ⌒ャ ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヘ∇ダ⌒ル∠ヱ ∩ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ ヵ⌒ギ∇ら∠バ⌒ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ ∠メ∠ほ∠シ«  

(One half  for Myself  and one half  for My servant , and My servant  shall have what  he asked.)  

This is the best  method for seeking help, by f irst  praising the one whom help is sought  from and 
then asking for His aid, and help for one's self ,  and for his Muslim brethren by saying.  
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ぴゅ∠ル⌒ギ∇ワや ∠ヅや∠ゲあダャや ∠ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

(Guide us to the st raight  path.)  

This method is more appropriate and eff icient  in bringing about  a posit ive answer to the pleas, 
and this is why Allah recommended this bet ter method.  

Asking for help may take the form of conveying the condit ion of the person who is seeking help. 
For instance, the Prophet  Moses said,  

ぴあゆ∠ケ ヴあル⌒ま べ∠ヨ⌒ャ ∠ろ∇ャ∠ゴル∠ぺ ｚヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∇リ⌒ョ ∃ゲ∇Β∠カ ∀ゲΒ⌒ボ∠プび  

(My Lord! Truly, I am in need of whatever good that  You bestow on me!) (28:24).  

Also, one may f irst  ment ion the at t ributes of whoever is being asked, such as what  Dhun-Nun 
said,  

ぴｚΙ ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ∠マ∠レ⇒∠エ∇ら⊥シ ヴあル⌒ま ⊥ろレ⊥ミ ∠リ⌒ョ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌャやび  

(La ilaha illa Anta (none has the right  to be worshipped but  You (O Allah)), Glorif ied (and 
Exalted) be You (above all that  they associate with You)! Truly, I have been of the wrongdoers) 
(21:87).  

Further, one may praise Him without  ment ioning what  he needs. The Meaning of Guidance 
ment ioned in the Surah  

The guidance ment ioned in the Surah implies being directed and guided to success. Allah said,  

ぴゅ∠ル⌒ギ∇ワや ∠ヅや∠ゲあダャや ∠ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

(Guide us to the st raight  path) meaning guide, direct , lead and grant  us the correct  guidance. 
Also,  

ぴ⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇Α∠ギ∠ワ∠ヱ ⌒リΑ∠ギ∇イｚレャやび   

(And shown him the two ways (good and evil)) (90:10), means, ` We explained to him the paths 
of good and evil. ' Also, Allah said,  

ぴ⊥ヮ⇒∠ら∠わ∇ィや ⊥ロや∠ギ∠ワ∠ヱ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∃ヅ∠ゲ⌒タ ∃ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジぁョび  
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(He (Allah) chose him (as an int imate friend) and guided him to a st raight  path) (16:121), and,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ワヱ⊥ギ∇ワゅ∠プ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ヅ∠ゲ⌒タ ⌒ユΒ⌒エ∠イ∇ャやび  

(And lead them on to the way of f laming Fire (Hell)) (37:23). Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴ∠マｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ン⌒ギ∇ヰ∠わ∠ャ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∃ヅ∠ゲ⌒タ ∃ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジぁョび  

(And verily, you (O Muhammad ) are indeed guiding (mankind) to the st raight  path) (42:52), 
and,  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ン⌒グｚャや ゅ∠ルや∠ギ∠ワ や∠グ⇒∠ヰ⌒ャび  

(All praise and thanks be to Allah, Who has guided us to this) (7:43), meaning, guided us and 
directed us and qualif ied us for this end - Paradise.  

The Meaning of As-Sirat Al-Mustaqim, the Straight Path. 

As for the meaning of As-Sirat  Al-Mustaqim, Imam Abu Ja` far At -Tabari said, "The Ummah 
agreed that  Sirat  Al-Mustaqim, is the clear path without  branches, according to the language of 
the Arabs. For instance, Jarir bin ` At iyah Al-Khataf i said in a poem, ` The Leader of the faithful 
is on a path that  will remain st raight  even though the other paths are crooked.'' At -Tabari also 
stated that , "There are many evidences to this fact . '' At -Tabari then proceeded, "The Arabs use 
the term, Sirat  in reference to every deed and statement  whether righteous or wicked. Hence 
the Arabs would describe the honest  person as being st raight  and the wicked person as being 
crooked. The st raight  path ment ioned in the Qur'an refers to Islam.  

Imam Ahmad recorded in his Musnad that  An-Nawwas bin Sam` an said that  the Prophet  said,  

»∠ゆ∠ゲ∠ッ ⊥ぶや ゅ⇔ヤ∠ん∠ョ ゅ⇔デや∠ゲ⌒タ ∩ゅ⇔ヨΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ョ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ 

⌒ヶ∠わ∠ら∇レ∠ィ ⌒ヅや∠ゲあダャや ⌒ラや∠ケヲ⊥シ ゅ∠ヨ⌒ヰΒ⌒プ ∀ゆや∠ヲ∇よ∠ぺ ∩∀る∠エｚわ∠ヘ⊥ョ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ⌒ゆや∠ヲ∇よ∠ほ∇ャや ∀ケヲ⊥わ⊥シ ∩∀りゅ∠カ∇ゲ⊥ョ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ⌒ゆゅ∠よ 

⌒ヅや∠ゲあダャや ∃ネや∠キ ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Α :ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ぺゅ∠Α ⊥サゅｚレャや やヲ⊥ヤ⊥カ∇キや 

∠ヅや∠ゲあダャや ゅ⇔バΒ⌒ヨ∠ィ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇バ∠ゎ∩やヲぁィ∠ヲ ∃ネや∠キ∠ヱ ヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α ∇リ⌒ョ 

⌒ベ∇ヲ∠プ ∩⌒ヅや∠ゲあダャや や∠ク⌒み∠プ ∠キや∠ケ∠ぺ ⊥ラゅ∠ジ∇ル⌒み∇ャや ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠ウ∠わ∇ヘ∠Α ゅ⇔ゃ∇Β∠セ 
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∇リ⌒ョ ∠マ∇ヤ⌒ゎ ⌒ゆや∠ヲ∇よ∠ほ∇ャや ∠メゅ∠ホ:∠マ∠エ∇Α∠ヱ ゅ∠ャ ⊥ヮ∇エ∠わ∇ヘ∠ゎ ∠マｚル⌒み∠プ ∇ラ⌒ま 

⊥ヮ∠わ∇エ∠わ∠プ ⊥ヮ∇イ⌒ヤ∠ゎ ⊥ヅや∠ゲあダャゅ∠プ :⊥ュゅ∠ヤ∇シ⌒み∇ャや ⌒ラや∠ケヲぁジャや∠ヱ :⊥キヱ⊥ギ⊥ェ 

⌒ぶや ∇よ∠ほ∇ャや∠ヱ⊥ゆや∠ヲ ⊥る∠エｚわ∠ヘ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ュ⌒ケゅ∠エ∠ョ ⌒ぶや ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク∠ヱ ヶ⌒ハやｚギャや 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒サ∇ぺ∠ケ ⌒ヅや∠ゲあダャや ⊥ゆゅ∠わ⌒ミ ∩⌒ぶや ヶ⌒ハやｚギャや∠ヱ ∇リ⌒ョ 

⌒ベ∇ヲ∠プ ⌒ヅや∠ゲあダャや ⊥ナ⌒ハや∠ヱ ⌒ぶや ヶ⌒プ ⌒ょ∇ヤ∠ホ あモ⊥ミ ∃ユ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョ«  

(Allah has set  an example: a Sirat  (st raight  path) that  is surrounded by two walls on both sides, 
with several open doors within the walls covered with curtains. There is a caller on the gate of  
the Sirat  who heralds, 'O people! Stay on the path and do not  deviate from it . ' Meanwhile, a 
caller from above the path is also warning any person who wants to open any of these doors, 
'Woe unto you! Do not  open it ,  for if  you open it  you will pass through. ' The st raight  path is 
Islam, the two walls are Allah's set  limits, while the doors resemble what  Allah has prohibited. 
The caller on the gate of the Sirat  is the Book of Allah, while the caller above the Sirat  is 
Allah's admonishment  in the heart  of every Muslim.) 

The Faithful ask for and abide by Guidance 

If  someone asks, "Why does the believer ask Allah for guidance during every prayer and at  other 
t imes, while he is already properly guided Has he not  already acquired guidance''  

The answer to these quest ions is that  if  it  were not  a fact  that  the believer needs to keep 
asking for guidance day and night , Allah would not  have directed him to invoke Him to acquire 
the guidance. The servant  needs Allah the Exalted every hour of his life to help him remain 
f irm on the path of guidance and to make him even more f irm and persistent  on it .  The servant  
does not  have the power to benefit  or harm himself ,  except  by Allah's permission. Therefore, 
Allah directed the servant  to invoke Him constant ly, so that  He provides him with His aid and 
with f irmness and success. Indeed, the happy person is he whom Allah guides to ask of Him. 
This is especially the case if  a person urgent ly needs Allah's help day or night . Allah said,  

ぴゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほ⇒∠Α ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョや∠¬ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⌒ヮ⌒ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ∠ヱ 

⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや∠ヱ ン⌒グｚャや ∠メｚゴ∠ル ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ヮ⌒ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ ⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや∠ヱ ン⌒グｚャや 

∠メゴ∠ル∠ぺ リ⌒ョ ⊥モ∇ら∠ホび  

(O you who believe! Believe in Allah, and His Messenger (Muhammad ), and the Book (the 
Qur'an) which He has sent  down to His Messenger, and the Scripture which He sent  down to 
those before (him)) (4:16).  
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Therefore, in this Ayah Allah commanded the believers to believe, and this command is not  
redundant  since what  is sought  here is f irmness and cont inuity of performing the deeds that  
help one remain on the path of faith. Also, Allah commanded His believing servants to 
proclaim,  

ぴゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∠Ι ∇パ⌒ゴ⊥ゎ ゅ∠レ∠よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ∇ク⌒ま ゅ∠レ∠わ∇Α∠ギ∠ワ ∇ょ∠ワ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∠ャ リ⌒ョ 

∠マル⊥ギｚャ ⇔る∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ ∠マｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ⊥ゆゅｚワ∠ヲ∇ャやび   

(Our Lord! Let  not  our hearts deviate (from the t ruth) after You have guided us, and grant  us 
mercy from You. Truly, You are the Bestower.) (3:8). Hence,  

ぴゅ∠ル⌒ギ∇ワや ∠ヅや∠ゲあダャや ∠ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

(Guide us to the st raight  way) means, "Make us f irm on the path of guidance and do not  allow 
us to deviate from it . ''  

ぴ∠ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ろ∇ヨ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや 

∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ や∠リΒあャべｚツャび   

(7. The way of those upon whom You have bestowed Your grace, not  (that ) of those who 
earned Your anger, nor of those who went  ast ray).  

We ment ioned the Hadith in which the servant  proclaims,  

ぴゅ∠ル⌒ギ∇ワや ∠ヅや∠ゲあダャや ∠ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

(Guide us to the st raight  way) and Allah says, "This is for My servant , and My servant  shall 
acquire what  he asks for. '' Allah's statement .  

ぴ∠ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ろ∇ヨ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハび  

(The way of those upon whom You have bestowed Your grace) defines the path. ` Those upon 
whom Allah has bestowed His grace' are those ment ioned in Surat  An-Nisa' (chapter 4), when 
Allah said,  
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ぴリ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒ノ⌒ト⊥Α ∠ヮｚヤャや ∠メヲ⊥シｚゲャや∠ヱ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ほ∠プ ∠ノ∠ョ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ユ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ 

⊥ヮｚヤャや ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠リあョ ∠リΒあΒ⌒らｚレャや ∠リΒ⌒ボΑあギあダャや∠ヱ ⌒¬へ∠ギ∠ヰぁゼャや∠ヱ 

∠ヱ∠リΒ⌒エ⌒ヤ⇒ｚダャや ∠リ⊥ジ∠ェ∠ヱ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャヱ⊥ぺ ⇔ゅボΒ⌒プ∠ケ - ∠マ⌒ャク ⊥モ∇ツ∠ヘ∇ャや 

∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヘ∠ミ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⇔ゅヨΒ⌒ヤ∠ハび   

(And whoever obeys Allah and the Messenger (Muhammad ), then they will be in the company 
of those on whom Allah has bestowed His grace, the Prophets, the Siddiqin (the t ruly faithful),  
the martyrs, and the righteous. And how excellent  these companions are! Such is the bounty 
from Allah, and Allah is suff icient  to know) (4:69-70).  

Allah's statement ,  

ぴ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒあャべｚツャやび  

(Not  (the way) of those who earned Your anger, nor of those who went  ast ray) meaning guide 
us to the st raight  path, the path of those upon whom you have bestowed Your grace, that  is, 
the people of guidance, sincerity and obedience to Allah and His Messengers. They are the 
people who adhere to Allah's commandments and refrain from commit t ing what  He has 
prohibited. But , help us to avoid the path of those whom Allah is angry with, whose intent ions 
are corrupt , who know the t ruth, yet  deviate from it .  Also, help us avoid the path of those who 
were led ast ray, who lost  the t rue knowledge and, as a result ,  are wandering in misguidance, 
unable to f ind the correct  path. Allah asserted that  the two paths He described here are both 
misguided when He repeated the negat ion ` not '. These two paths are the paths of the 
Christ ians and Jews, a fact  that  the believer should beware of so that  he avoids them. The path 
of the believers is knowledge of the t ruth and abiding by it .  In comparison, the Jews 
abandoned pract icing the religion, while the Christ ians lost  the t rue knowledge. This is why 
` anger' descended upon the Jews, while being described as ` led ast ray' is more appropriate of 
the Christ ians. Those who know, but  avoid implement ing the t ruth, deserve the anger, unlike 
those who are ignorant . The Christ ians want  to seek the t rue knowledge, but  are unable to f ind 
it  because they did not  seek it  from its proper resources.  

This is why they were led ast ray. We should also ment ion that  both the Christ ians and the Jews 
have earned the anger and are led ast ray, but  the anger is one of the at t ributes more 
part icular of the Jews. Allah said about  the Jews,  

ぴリ∠ョ ⊥ヮ∠レ∠バｚャ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ょ⌒ツ∠ビ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハび  

(Those (Jews) who incurred the curse of Allah and His wrath) (5:60).  

The at t ribute that  the Christ ians deserve most  is that  of being led ast ray, j ust  as Allah said 
about  them,  
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ぴ∇ギ∠ホ ∇やヲぁヤ∠ッ リ⌒ョ ⊥モ∇ら∠ホ ∇やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⇔やゲΒ⌒ん∠ミ ∇やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ヱ リ∠ハ 

⌒¬へ∠ヲ∠シ ⌒モΒ⌒らｚジャやび  

(Who went  ast ray before and who misled many, and st rayed (themselves) from the right  path) 
(5:77).  

There are several Hadiths and reports from the Salaf on this subj ect . Imam Ahmad recorded 
that  ` Adi bin Hat im said, "The horsemen of the Messenger of Allah seized my paternal aunt  and 
some other people. When they brought  them to the Messenger of Allah , they were made to 
stand in line before him. My aunt  said, ` O Messenger of Allah! The supporter is far away, the 
offspring have stopped coming and I am an old woman, unable to serve. Grant  me your favor, 
may Allah grant  you His favor. ' He said, ` Who is your supporter' She said, ` Adi bin Hat im.' He 
said, ` The one who ran away from Allah and His Messenger' She said, ` So, the Prophet  freed 
me.' When the Prophet  came back, there was a man next  to him, I think that  he was ` Ali,  who 
said to her, ` Ask him for a means of t ransportat ion. ' She asked the Prophet  ,  and he ordered 
that  she be given an animal.  

'' ` Adi then said, "Later on, she came to me and said, ` He (Muhammad ) has done a favor that  
your father (who was a generous man) would never have done. So and-so person came to him 
and he granted him his favor, and so-and-so came to him and he granted him his favor. ' So I 
went  to the Prophet  and found that  some women and children were gathering with him, so 
close that  I knew that  he was not  a king like Kisra (King of Persia) or Caesar. He said, ` O ` Adi! 
What  made you run away, so that  La ilaha illallah is not  proclaimed Is there a deity worthy of 
worship except  Allah What  made you run away, so that  Allahu Akbar (Allah is the Greater) is 
not  proclaimed Is there anything Greater than Allah' I proclaimed my Islam and I saw his face 
radiate with pleasure and he said:  

»ｚラ⌒ま ∠ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥キヲ⊥ヰ∠Β∇ャや ∠ヱ ｚラ⌒ま ∠リΒ⌒ャゅｚツャや 

ン∠ケゅ∠ダｚレャや«  

(Those who have earned the anger are the Jews and those who are led ast ray are the 
Christ ians.)''  

This Hadith was also collected by At -Tirmidhi who said that  it  is Hasan Gharib.  

Also, when Zayd bin ` Amr bin Nufayl went  with some of his friends - before Islam - to Ash-Sham 
seeking the t rue religion, the Jews said to him, "You will not  become a Jew unless you carry a 
share of the anger of Allah that  we have earned.'' He said, "I am seeking to escape Allah's 
anger. '' Also, the Christ ians said to him, "If  you become one of us you will carry a share in 
Allah's discontent . '' He said, "I cannot  bear it . '' So he remained in his pure nature and avoided 
worshipping the idols and the polytheist ic pract ices. He became neither a Jew, nor Christ ian. 
As for his companions, they became Christ ians because they found it  more pure than Judaism. 
Waraqah bin Nawfal was among these people unt il Allah guided him by the hand of His Prophet , 
when he was sent  as Prophet , and Waraqah believed in the revelat ion that  was sent  to the 
Prophet  may Allah be pleased with him. 
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The Summary of Al-Fatihah 

The honorable Surah Al-Fat ihah contains seven Ayat  including the praise and thanks of Allah, 
glorifying Him and praising Him by ment ioning His most  Beaut iful Names and most  high 
At t ributes. It  also ment ions the Hereafter, which is the Day of Resurrect ion, and directs Allah's 
servants to ask of Him, invoking Him and declaring that  all power and st rength comes from 
Him. It  also calls to the sincerity of the worship of Allah alone, singling Him out  in His divinity, 
believing in His perfect ion, being free from the need of any partners, having no rivals nor 
equals. Al-Fat ihah directs the believers to invoke Allah to guide them to the st raight  path, 
which is the t rue religion, and to help them remain on that  path in this life, and to pass over 
the actual Sirat  (bridge over hell that  everyone must  pass over) on the Day of Judgment . On 
that  Day, the believers will be directed to the gardens of comfort  in the company of the 
Prophets, the t ruthful ones, the martyrs and the righteous. Al-Fat ihah also encourages 
performing good deeds, so that  the believers will be in the company of the good-doers on the 
Day of Resurrect ion. The Surah also warns against  following the paths of misguidance, so that  
one does not  end up being gathered with those who indulge in sin, on the Day of Resurrect ion, 
including those who have earned the anger and those who were led ast ray.  

 

The Bounties are because of Allah, not the Deviations 

Allah said,  

ぴ∠ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ろ∇ヨ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハび  

(The way of those upon whom you have bestowed Your grace), when He ment ioned His favor. 
On ment ioning anger, Allah said,  

ぴ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハび  

(Not  (that ) of those who earned Your anger), without  ment ioning the subj ect , although it  is He 
Who has sent  down the anger on them, j ust  as Allah stated in another Ayah,  

ぴ∇ユ∠ャ∠ぺ ∠ゲ∠ゎ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇や∇ヲｚャ∠ヲ∠ゎ ⇔ゅョ∇ヲ∠ホ ∠ょ⌒ツ∠ビ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハび  

(Have you (O Muhammad ) not  seen those (hypocrites) who take as friends a people upon whom 
is the wrath of Allah (i.e. Jews)) (58:14).  

Also, Allah relates the misguidance of those who indulged in it ,  although they were j ust ly 
misguided according to Allah's appointed dest iny. For instance, Allah said,  
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ぴリ∠ョ ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ヲ⊥ヰ∠プ ⌒ギ∠わ∇ヰ⊥ヨ∇ャや リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∇モ⌒ヤ∇ツ⊥Α リ∠ヤ∠プ ∠ギ⌒イ∠ゎ ⊥ヮ∠ャ 

ゅ６Β⌒ャ∠ヱ や⇔ギ⌒セ∇ゲぁョび  

(He whom Allah guides, he is the right ly-guided; but  he whom He sends ast ray, for him you will 
f ind no Wali (guiding friend) to lead him (to the right  path)) (18:17)  

and,  

ぴリ∠ョ ⊥Α⌒モ⌒ヤ∇ツ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠Κ∠プ ∠ヵ⌒キゅ∠ワ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ケ∠グ∠Α∠ヱ ヴ⌒プ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒レ⇒∠Β∇ピ⊥デ ∠ラヲ⊥ヰ∠ヨ∇バ∠Αび   

(Whomsoever Allah sends ast ray, none can guide him; and He lets them wander blindly in their 
t ransgression) (7:186).  

These and several other Ayat  test ify to the fact  that  Allah alone is the One Who guides and 
misguides, cont rary to the belief of the Qadariyyah sect , who claimed that  the servants choose 
and create their own dest iny. They rely on some unclear Ayat  avoiding what  is clear and 
cont radicts their desires. Theirs, is the method of the people who follow their lust , desire and 
wickedness. An authent ic Hadith narrated,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ⊥ユ⊥わ∇Α∠ぺ∠ケ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒らｚわ∠Α ゅ∠ョ ∠ヮ∠よゅ∠ゼ∠ゎ ⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ∠マ⌒ゃャヱ⊥ほ∠プ 

∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ヴｚヨ∠シ ⊥ぶや ∇ユ⊥ワヱ⊥ケ∠グ∇ェゅ∠プ«  

(When you see those who follow what  is not  so clear in it  (the Qur'an), then they are those 
whom Allah has ment ioned (refer to 3:7). Hence, avoid them.)  

The Prophet  was referring to Allah's statement ,  

ぴゅｚョ∠ほ∠プ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ヴプ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ ∀ヒ∇Α∠コ ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒らｚわ∠Β∠プ ゅ∠ョ ∠ヮ∠ら⇒∠ゼ∠ゎ 

⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ∠¬べ∠ピ⌒わ∇よや ⌒る∠レ∇わ⌒ヘ∇ャや ∠¬べ∠ピ⌒わ∇よや∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤΑ⌒ヱ∇ほ∠ゎび  

(So as for those in whose hearts there is a deviat ion (from the t ruth) they follow that  which is 
not  ent irely clear thereof, seeking Al-Fitnah (polytheism and t rials), and seeking for its hidden 
meanings)(3:7).  

Verily, no innovator in the religion could ever rely on any authent ic evidence in the Qur'an that  
test if ies to his innovat ion. The Qur'an came to dist inguish between t ruth and falsehood, and 
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guidance and misguidance. The Qur'an does not  contain any discrepancies or cont radict ions, 
because it  is a revelat ion from the Most  Wise, Worthy of all praise. 

Saying Amin 

It  is recommended to say Amin after f inishing the recitat ion of Al-Fat ihah. Amin means, "O 
Allah! Accept  our invocat ion. '' The evidence that  saying Amin is recommended is contained in 
what  Imams Ahmad, Abu Dawud and At -Tirmidhi recorded, that  Wa'il bin Huj r said, "I heard the 
Messenger of Allah recite,  

ぴ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒあャべｚツャやび  

(Not  (that ) of those who earned Your anger, nor of those who went  ast ray), and he said ` Amin' 
extending it  with his voice. ''  

Abu Dawud's narrat ion added, "Raising his voice with it . '' At -Tirmidhi then commented that  this 
Hadith is Hasan and was also narrated from ` Ali and Ibn Mas̀ ud. Also, Abu Hurayrah narrated 
that  whenever the Messenger of Allah would recite,  

ぴ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒあャべｚツャやび  

(Not  (the way) of those who earned Your anger, nor of those who went  ast ray), He would say 
Amin unt il those who were behind him in the f irst  line could hear him.  

Abu Dawud and Ibn Maj ah recorded this Hadith with the addit ion, "Then the Masj id would shake 
because of (those behind the Prophet  ) recit ing Amin. '' Also, Ad-Daraqutni recorded this Hadith 
and commented that  it  is Hasan.  

Further, Bilal narrated that  he said, "O Messenger of Allah! Do not  f inish saying Amin before I 
can j oin you.'' This was recorded by Abu Dawud.  

In addit ion, Abu Nasr Al-Qushayri narrated that  Al-Hasan and Ja` far As-Sadiq st ressed the ` m' 
in Amin.  

Saying Amin is recommended for those who are not  praying (when recit ing Al-Fat ihah) and is 
st rongly recommended for those who are praying, whether alone or behind the Imam. The Two 
Sahihs recorded that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ∠リｚョ∠ぺ ⊥ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや ∩やヲ⊥レあョ∠ほ∠プ ⊥ヮｚル⌒み∠プ ∇リ∠ョ ∠ペ∠プや∠ヱ ⊥ヮ⊥レΒ⌒ョ∇ほ∠ゎ 

∠リΒ⌒ョ∇ほ∠ゎ ⌒る∠ム⌒もゅ∠ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠ゲ⌒ヘ⊥ビ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ゅ∠ョ ∠ュｚギ∠ボ∠ゎ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ら∇ル∠ク«  

(When the Imam says, ' Amin',  then say, 'Amin',  because whoever says, Amin' with the angels, 
his previous sins will be forgiven.)  
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Muslim recorded that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ヶ⌒プ ⌒りゅ∠ヤｚダャや :∩∠リΒ⌒ョへ ⊥る∠ム⌒もゅ∠ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ 

⌒¬ゅ∠ヨｚジャや :∩∠リΒ⌒ョへ ∇ろ∠ボ∠プや∠ヲ∠プ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ワや∠ギ∇ェ⌒ま ン∠ゲ∇カ⊥ほ∇ャや ∠ゲ⌒ヘ⊥ビ ⊥ヮ∠ャ 

ゅ∠ョ ∠ュｚギ∠ボ∠ゎ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ら∇ル∠ク«  

(When any of you says in the prayer, 'Amin `  and the angels in heaven say, ` Amin',  in unison, 
his previous sins will be forgiven.)  

It  was said that  the Hadith talks about  both the angels and the Muslims saying Amin at  the 
same t ime. The Hadith also refers to when the Amins said by the angels and the Muslims are 
equally sincere (thus bringing about  forgiveness).  

Further, it  is recorded in Sahih Muslim that  Abu Musa related to the Prophet  that  he said,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ ヶ⌒レバ∠Α ∠ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや : ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∩∠リΒあャゅｚツャや やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠プ :

∩∠リΒ⌒ョへ ⊥ユ⊥ム∇ら⌒イ⊥Α ⊥ぶや«  

(When the Imam says, ` Walad-dallin',  say, ` Amin' and Allah will answer your invocat ion.)  

In addit ion, At -Tirmidhi said that  ` Amin' means, "Do not  disappoint  our hope'',  while the 
majority of scholars said that  it  means. "Answer our invocat ion. ''  

Also, in his Musnad, Imam Ahmad recorded that  ` A'ishah said that  when the Jews were 
ment ioned to him, the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ユ⊥ヰｚル⌒ま ∇リ∠ャ ゅ∠ルヱ⊥ギ⊥ジ∇エ∠Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ ゅ∠ルヱ⊥ギ⊥ジ∇エ∠Α 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒る∠バ⊥ヨ⊥イ∇ャや ヶ⌒わｚャや ゅ∠ルや∠ギ∠ワ ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ヱ ∩ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ⌒る∠ヤ∇ら⌒ボ∇ャや ヶ⌒わｚャや ゅ∠ルや∠ギ∠ワ ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ⌒ャ∇ヲ∠ホ ∠ブ∇ヤ∠カ ⌒ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや :∠リΒ⌒ョへ«  

(They will not  envy us for anything more than they envy us for Friday which we have been 
guided to, while they were led ast ray from it ,  and for the Qiblah which we were guided to, 
while they were led ast ray from it ,  and for our saying ` Amin' behind the Imam.)  
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Also, Ibn Maj ah recorded this Hadith with the wording,  

»ゅ∠ョ ⊥ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠ギ∠ジ∠ェ ⊥キヲ⊥ヰ∠Β∇ャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ゅ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠ギ∠ジ∠ェ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ 

⌒ュゅ∠ヤｚジャや ⌒リΒ⌒ョ∇ほｚわャや∠ヱ«  

(The Jews have never envied you more than for your saying the Salam (Islamic greet ing) and for 
saying Amin.) rgiveness). veneooA ? Further, it  is recorded in Sahih Muslim that  Abu Musa 
related to the Prophet  that  he said,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ ヶ⌒レバ∠Α ∠ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや : ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∩∠リΒあャゅｚツャや やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠プ :

∩∠リΒ⌒ョへ ⊥ユ⊥ム∇ら⌒イ⊥Α ⊥ぶや«  

(When the Imam says, ` Walad-dallin',  say, ` Amin' and Allah will answer your invocat ion.)  

In addit ion, At -Tirmidhi said that  ` Amin' means, "Do not  disappoint  our hope'',  while the 
majority of scholars said that  it  means. "Answer our invocat ion. ''  

Also, in his Musnad, Imam Ahmad recorded that  ` A'ishah said that  when the Jews were 
ment ioned to him, the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ユ⊥ヰｚル⌒ま ∇リ∠ャ ゅ∠ルヱ⊥ギ⊥ジ∇エ∠Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ ゅ∠ルヱ⊥ギ⊥ジ∇エ∠Α 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒る∠バ⊥ヨ⊥イ∇ャや ヶ⌒わｚャや ゅ∠ルや∠ギ∠ワ ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ヱ ∩ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ⌒る∠ヤ∇ら⌒ボ∇ャや ヶ⌒わｚャや ゅ∠ルや∠ギ∠ワ ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ⌒ャ∇ヲ∠ホ ∠ブ∇ヤ∠カ ⌒ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや :∠リΒ⌒ョへ«  

(They will not  envy us for anything more than they envy us for Friday which we have been 
guided to, while they were led ast ray from it ,  and for the Qiblah which we were guided to, 
while they were led ast ray from it ,  and for our saying ` Amin' behind the Imam.)  

Also, Ibn Maj ah recorded this Hadith with the wording,  

»ゅ∠ョ ⊥ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠ギ∠ジ∠ェ ⊥キヲ⊥ヰ∠Β∇ャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ゅ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠ギ∠ジ∠ェ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ 

⌒ュゅ∠ヤｚジャや ⌒リΒ⌒ョ∇ほｚわャや∠ヱ«  
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(The Jews have never envied you more than for your saying the Salam (Islamic greet ing) and for 
saying Amin.) 

The Bounties are because of Allah, not the Deviations 

Allah said,  

ぴ∠ヅや∠ゲ⌒タ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ろ∇ヨ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハび  

(The way of those upon whom you have bestowed Your grace), when He ment ioned His favor. 
On ment ioning anger, Allah said,  

ぴ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハび  

(Not  (that ) of those who earned Your anger), without  ment ioning the subj ect , although it  is He 
Who has sent  down the anger on them, j ust  as Allah stated in another Ayah,  

ぴ∇ユ∠ャ∠ぺ ∠ゲ∠ゎ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇や∇ヲｚャ∠ヲ∠ゎ ⇔ゅョ∇ヲ∠ホ ∠ょ⌒ツ∠ビ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハび  

(Have you (O Muhammad ) not  seen those (hypocrites) who take as friends a people upon whom 
is the wrath of Allah (i.e. Jews)) (58:14).  

Also, Allah relates the misguidance of those who indulged in it ,  although they were j ust ly 
misguided according to Allah's appointed dest iny. For instance, Allah said,  

ぴリ∠ョ ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ヲ⊥ヰ∠プ ⌒ギ∠わ∇ヰ⊥ヨ∇ャや リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∇モ⌒ヤ∇ツ⊥Α リ∠ヤ∠プ ∠ギ⌒イ∠ゎ ⊥ヮ∠ャ 

ゅ６Β⌒ャ∠ヱ や⇔ギ⌒セ∇ゲぁョび  

(He whom Allah guides, he is the right ly-guided; but  he whom He sends ast ray, for him you will 
f ind no Wali (guiding friend) to lead him (to the right  path)) (18:17)  

and,  

ぴリ∠ョ ⌒モ⌒ヤ∇ツ⊥Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠Κ∠プ ∠ヵ⌒キゅ∠ワ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ケ∠グ∠Α∠ヱ ヴ⌒プ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒レ⇒∠Β∇ピ⊥デ ∠ラヲ⊥ヰ∠ヨ∇バ∠Αび   

(Whomsoever Allah sends ast ray, none can guide him; and He lets them wander blindly in their 
t ransgression) (7:186).  
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These and several other Ayat  test ify to the fact  that  Allah alone is the One Who guides and 
misguides, cont rary to the belief of the Qadariyyah sect , who claimed that  the servants choose 
and create their own dest iny. They rely on some unclear Ayat  avoiding what  is clear and 
cont radicts their desires. Theirs, is the method of the people who follow their lust , desire and 
wickedness. An authent ic Hadith narrated,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ⊥ユ⊥わ∇Α∠ぺ∠ケ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒らｚわ∠Α ゅ∠ョ ∠ヮ∠よゅ∠ゼ∠ゎ ⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ∠マ⌒ゃャヱ⊥ほ∠プ 

∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ヴｚヨ∠シ ⊥ぶや ∇ユ⊥ワヱ⊥ケ∠グ∇ェゅ∠プ«  

(When you see those who follow what  is not  so clear in it  (the Qur'an), then they are those 
whom Allah has ment ioned (refer to 3:7). Hence, avoid them.)  

The Prophet  was referring to Allah's statement ,  

ぴゅｚョ∠ほ∠プ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ヴプ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ ∀ヒ∇Α∠コ ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒らｚわ∠Β∠プ ゅ∠ョ ∠ヮ∠ら⇒∠ゼ∠ゎ 

⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ∠¬べ∠ピ⌒わ∇よや ⌒る∠レ∇わ⌒ヘ∇ャや ∠¬べ∠ピ⌒わ∇よや∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤΑ⌒ヱ∇ほ∠ゎび  

(So as for those in whose hearts there is a deviat ion (from the t ruth) they follow that  which is 
not  ent irely clear thereof, seeking Al-Fitnah (polytheism and t rials), and seeking for its hidden 
meanings)(3:7).  

Verily, no innovator in the religion could ever rely on any authent ic evidence in the Qur'an that  
test if ies to his innovat ion. The Qur'an came to dist inguish between t ruth and falsehood, and 
guidance and misguidance. The Qur'an does not  contain any discrepancies or cont radict ions, 
because it  is a revelat ion from the Most  Wise, Worthy of all praise.  

 

Saying Amin 

It  is recommended to say Amin after f inishing the recitat ion of Al-Fat ihah. Amin means, "O 
Allah! Accept  our invocat ion. '' The evidence that  saying Amin is recommended is contained in 
what  Imams Ahmad, Abu Dawud and At -Tirmidhi recorded, that  Wa'il bin Huj r said, "I heard the 
Messenger of Allah recite,  

ぴ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒあャべｚツャやび  

(Not  (that ) of those who earned Your anger, nor of those who went  ast ray), and he said ` Amin' 
extending it  with his voice. ''  

Abu Dawud's narrat ion added, "Raising his voice with it . '' At -Tirmidhi then commented that  this 
Hadith is Hasan and was also narrated from ` Ali and Ibn Mas̀ ud. Also, Abu Hurayrah narrated 
that  whenever the Messenger of Allah would recite,  
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ぴ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⌒ゆヲ⊥ツ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∠リΒあャべｚツャやび  

(Not  (the way) of those who earned Your anger, nor of those who went  ast ray), He would say 
Amin unt il those who were behind him in the f irst  line could hear him.  

Abu Dawud and Ibn Maj ah recorded this Hadith with the addit ion, "Then the Masj id would shake 
because of (those behind the Prophet  ) recit ing Amin. '' Also, Ad-Daraqutni recorded this Hadith 
and commented that  it  is Hasan.  

Further, Bilal narrated that  he said, "O Messenger of Allah! Do not  f inish saying Amin before I 
can j oin you.'' This was recorded by Abu Dawud.  

In addit ion, Abu Nasr Al-Qushayri narrated that  Al-Hasan and Ja` far As-Sadiq st ressed the ` m' 
in Amin.  

Saying Amin is recommended for those who are not  praying (when recit ing Al-Fat ihah) and is 
st rongly recommended for those who are praying, whether alone or behind the Imam. The Two 
Sahihs recorded that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ∠リｚョ∠ぺ ⊥ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや ∩やヲ⊥レあョ∠ほ∠プ ⊥ヮｚル⌒み∠プ ∇リ∠ョ ∠ペ∠プや∠ヱ ⊥ヮ⊥レΒ⌒ョ∇ほ∠ゎ 

∠リΒ⌒ョ∇ほ∠ゎ ⌒る∠ム⌒もゅ∠ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠ゲ⌒ヘ⊥ビ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ゅ∠ョ ∠ュｚギ∠ボ∠ゎ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ら∇ル∠ク«  

(When the Imam says, ' Amin',  then say, 'Amin',  because whoever says, Amin' with the angels, 
his previous sins will be forgiven.)  

Muslim recorded that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ヶ⌒プ ⌒りゅ∠ヤｚダャや :∩∠リΒ⌒ョへ ⊥る∠ム⌒もゅ∠ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ 

⌒¬ゅ∠ヨｚジャや :∩∠リΒ⌒ョへ ∇ろ∠ボ∠プや∠ヲ∠プ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ワや∠ギ∇ェ⌒ま ン∠ゲ∇カ⊥ほ∇ャや ∠ゲ⌒ヘ⊥ビ ⊥ヮ∠ャ 

ゅ∠ョ ∠ュｚギ∠ボ∠ゎ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ら∇ル∠ク«  

(When any of you says in the prayer, 'Amin `  and the angels in heaven say, ` Amin',  in unison, 
his previous sins will be forgiven.)  

It  was said that  the Hadith talks about  both the angels and the Muslims saying Amin at  the 
same t ime. The Hadith also refers to when the Amins said by the angels and the Muslims are 
equally sincere (thus bringing about  forgiveness).  

Further, it  is recorded in Sahih Muslim that  Abu Musa related to the Prophet  that  he said,  
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»や∠ク⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ ヶ⌒レバ∠Α ∠ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや : ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∩∠リΒあャゅｚツャや やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠プ :

∩∠リΒ⌒ョへ ⊥ユ⊥ム∇ら⌒イ⊥Α ⊥ぶや«  

(When the Imam says, ` Walad-dallin',  say, ` Amin' and Allah will answer your invocat ion.)  

In addit ion, At -Tirmidhi said that  ` Amin' means, "Do not  disappoint  our hope'',  while the 
majority of scholars said that  it  means. "Answer our invocat ion. ''  

Also, in his Musnad, Imam Ahmad recorded that  ` A'ishah said that  when the Jews were 
ment ioned to him, the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ユ⊥ヰｚル⌒ま ∇リ∠ャ ゅ∠ルヱ⊥ギ⊥ジ∇エ∠Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ ゅ∠ルヱ⊥ギ⊥ジ∇エ∠Α 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒る∠バ⊥ヨ⊥イ∇ャや ヶ⌒わｚャや ゅ∠ルや∠ギ∠ワ ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ヱ ∩ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ⌒る∠ヤ∇ら⌒ボ∇ャや ヶ⌒わｚャや ゅ∠ルや∠ギ∠ワ ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ⌒ャ∇ヲ∠ホ ∠ブ∇ヤ∠カ ⌒ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや :∠リΒ⌒ョへ«  

(They will not  envy us for anything more than they envy us for Friday which we have been 
guided to, while they were led ast ray from it ,  and for the Qiblah which we were guided to, 
while they were led ast ray from it ,  and for our saying ` Amin' behind the Imam.)  

Also, Ibn Maj ah recorded this Hadith with the wording,  

»ゅ∠ョ ⊥ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠ギ∠ジ∠ェ ⊥キヲ⊥ヰ∠Β∇ャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ゅ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠ギ∠ジ∠ェ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ 

⌒ュゅ∠ヤｚジャや ⌒リΒ⌒ョ∇ほｚわャや∠ヱ«  

(The Jews have never envied you more than for your saying the Salam (Islamic greet ing) and for 
saying Amin.) rgiveness). veneooA ? Further, it  is recorded in Sahih Muslim that  Abu Musa 
related to the Prophet  that  he said,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ ヶ⌒レバ∠Α ∠ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや : ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∩∠リΒあャゅｚツャや やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠プ :

∩∠リΒ⌒ョへ ⊥ユ⊥ム∇ら⌒イ⊥Α ⊥ぶや«  

(When the Imam says, ` Walad-dallin',  say, ` Amin' and Allah will answer your invocat ion.)  
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In addit ion, At -Tirmidhi said that  ` Amin' means, "Do not  disappoint  our hope'',  while the 
majority of scholars said that  it  means. "Answer our invocat ion. ''  

Also, in his Musnad, Imam Ahmad recorded that  ` A'ishah said that  when the Jews were 
ment ioned to him, the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ユ⊥ヰｚル⌒ま ∇リ∠ャ ゅ∠ルヱ⊥ギ⊥ジ∇エ∠Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ ゅ∠ルヱ⊥ギ⊥ジ∇エ∠Α 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒る∠バ⊥ヨ⊥イ∇ャや ヶ⌒わｚャや ゅ∠ルや∠ギ∠ワ ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ヱ ∩ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ⌒る∠ヤ∇ら⌒ボ∇ャや ヶ⌒わｚャや ゅ∠ルや∠ギ∠ワ ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ やヲぁヤ∠ッ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ⌒ャ∇ヲ∠ホ ∠ブ∇ヤ∠カ ⌒ュゅ∠ョ⌒み∇ャや :∠リΒ⌒ョへ«  

(They will not  envy us for anything more than they envy us for Friday which we have been 
guided to, while they were led ast ray from it ,  and for the Qiblah which we were guided to, 
while they were led ast ray from it ,  and for our saying ` Amin' behind the Imam.)  

Also, Ibn Maj ah recorded this Hadith with the wording,  

»ゅ∠ョ ⊥ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠ギ∠ジ∠ェ ⊥キヲ⊥ヰ∠Β∇ャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ゅ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ム∇ゎ∠ギ∠ジ∠ェ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ 

⌒ュゅ∠ヤｚジャや ⌒リΒ⌒ョ∇ほｚわャや∠ヱ«  

(The Jews have never envied you more than for your saying the Salam (Islamic greet ing) and for 
saying Amin.) 

 
 

Surat Al-Baqarah 
 
 

Which was revealed in Al-Madinah 

The Virtues of Surat  Al-Baqarah  

In Musnad Ahmad, Sahih Muslim, At -Tirmidhi and An-Nasa'i,  it  is recorded that  Abu Hurayrah 
said that  the Prophet  said,  
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»ゅ∠ャ やヲ⊥ヤ∠バ∇イ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ゎヲ⊥Β⊥よ や⇔ケヲ⊥ら⊥ホ ｚラ⌒み∠プ ∠ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ヵ⌒グｚャや ⊥ぺ∠ゲ∇ボ⊥ゎ 

⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ⊥り∠ケヲ⊥シ ⌒り∠ゲ∠ボ∠ら∇ャや ゅ∠ャ ∠Α⊥ヮ⊥ヤ⊥カ∇ギ ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや«  

(Do not  turn your houses into graves. Verily, Shaytan does not  enter the house where Surat  Al-
Baqarah is recited.) At -Tirmidhi said, "Hasan Sahih.  

Also, ` Abdullah bin Mas̀ ud said, "Shaytan f lees from the house where Surat  Al-Baqarah is 
heard. '' This Hadith was collected by An-Nasa'i in Al-Yawm wal-Laylah, and Al-Hakim recorded it  
in his Mustadrak, and then said that  it s chain of  narrat ion is authent ic, although the Two Sahihs 
did not  collect  it .  In his Musnad, Ad-Darimi recorded that  Ibn Mas̀ ud said, "Shaytan departs the 
house where Surat  Al-Baqarah is being recited, and as he leaves, he passes gas.'' Ad-Darimi also 
recorded that  Ash-Sha` bi said that  ` Abdullah bin Mas̀ ud said, "Whoever recites ten Ayat  from 
Surat  Al-Baqarah in a night , then Shaytan will not  enter his house that  night . (These ten Ayat  
are) four from the beginning, Ayat  Al-Kursi (255), the following two Ayat  (256-257) and the last  
three Ayat . '' In another narrat ion, Ibn Mas̀ ud said, "Then Shaytan will not  come near him or his 
family, nor will he be touched by anything that  he dislikes. Also, if  these Ayat  were to be 
recited over a senile person, they would wake him up.''  

Further, Sahl bin Sa` d said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ｚラ⌒ま あモ⊥ム⌒ャ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ∩ゅ⇔ョゅ∠レ∠シ ｚラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∠ュゅ∠レ∠シ ⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∩⊥り∠ゲ∠ボ∠ら∇ャや 

ｚラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∇リ∠ョ ゅ∠ワ∠ぺ∠ゲ∠ホ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒わ∇Β∠よ ⇔る∠ヤ∇Β∠ャ ∇ユ∠ャ ⊥ヮ∇ヤ⊥カ∇ギ∠Α ⊥ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや 

∠ゐゅ∠ヤ∠を ∩∃メゅ∠Β∠ャ ∇リ∠ョ∠ヱ ゅ∠ワ∠ぺ∠ゲ∠ホ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒わ∇Β∠よ や⇔ケゅ∠ヰ∠ル ∇ユ∠ャ ⊥ヮ∇ヤ⊥カ∇ギ∠Α 

⊥ラゅ∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ∠る∠をゅ∠ヤ∠を ュゅｚΑ∠ぺ«  

(Everything has a hump (or, high peek), and Al-Baqarah is the high peek of the Qur'an. Whoever 
recites Al-Baqarah at  night  in his house, then Shaytan will not  enter that  house for three 
nights. Whoever recites it  during a day in his house, then Shaytan will not  enter that  house for 
three days.) This Hadith was collected by Abu Al-Qasim At -Tabarani, Abu Hat im Ibn Hibban in 
his Sahih and Ibn Marduwyah.  

At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Maj ah recorded that  Abu Hurayrah said, "The Messenger of Allah 
sent  an expedit ion force comprising of many men and asked each about  what  they memorized 
of the Qur'an. The Prophet  came to one of the youngest  men among them and asked him, 
` What  have you memorized (of the Qur'an) young man' He said, ` I memorized such and such 
Surahs and also Al-Baqarah.' The Prophet  said, ` You memorized Surat  Al-Baqarah' He said, 
` Yes. ' The Prophet  said, ` Then you are their commander. ' One of the noted men (or chiefs) 
commented, ` By Allah! I did not  learn Surat  Al-Baqarah, for fear that  I would not  be able to 
implement  it .  The Messenger of Allah said,  
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»やヲ⊥ヨｚヤ∠バ∠ゎ ∠ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボャや ∩⊥ロヱ⊥¬∠ゲ∇ホや∠ヱ ｚラ⌒み∠プ ∠モ∠ん∠ョ ⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∇リ∠ヨ⌒ャ 

⊥ヮ∠ヨｚヤ∠バ∠ゎ ∠ぺ∠ゲ∠ボ∠プ ∠ュゅ∠ホ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ⌒モ∠ん∠ヨ∠ミ ∃ゆや∠ゲ⌒ィ ∠ヲ⊥ゼ∇エ∠ョ ゅ⇔ム∇ジ⌒ョ 

⊥ゥヲ⊥ヘ∠Α ⊥ヮ⊥エΑ⌒ケ ヶ⌒プ あモ⊥ミ ∩∃ラゅ∠ム∠ョ ⊥モ∠ん∠ョ∠ヱ ∇リ∠ョ ⊥ヮ∠ヨｚヤ∠バ∠ゎ 

⊥ギ⊥ホ∇ゲ∠Β∠プ ∠ヲ⊥ワ∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒プ∇ヲ∠ィ ⌒モ∠ん∠ヨ∠ミ ∃ゆや∠ゲ⌒ィ ∠ヶ⌒ミヱ⊥ぺ ヴヤ∠ハ 

マ∇ジ⌒ョ«  

(Learn Al-Qur'an and recite it ,  for the example of whoever learns the Qur'an, recites it  and 
adheres to it , is the example of a bag that  is full of musk whose scent  f il ls the air. The example 
of whoever learns the Qur'an and then sleeps (i.e. lazy) while the Qur'an is in his memory, is 
the example of a bag that  has musk, but  is closed t ight .)  

This is the wording collected by At -Tirmidhi, who said that  this Hadith is Hasan. In another 
narrat ion, At -Tirmidhi recorded this same Hadith in a Mursal manner, so Allah knows best .  

Also, Al-Bukhari recorded that  Usayd bin Hudayr said that  he was once recit ing Surat  Al-
Baqarah while his horse was t ied next  to him. The horse started to make some noise. When 
Usayd stopped recit ing, the horse stopped moving about . When he resumed reading, the horse 
started moving about  again. When he stopped recit ing, the horse stopped moving, and when he 
resumed reading, the horse started to move again. Meanwhile, his son Yahya was close to the 
horse, and he feared that  the horse might  step on him. When he moved his son back, he looked 
up to the sky and saw a cloud radiat ing with light  that  looked like lamps. In the morning, he 
went  to the Prophet  and told him what  had happened and then said, "O Messenger of Allah! My 
son Yahya was close to the horse and I feared that  she might  step on him. When I at tended to 
him and raised my head to the sky, I saw a cloud with lights like lamps. So I went , but  I couldn't  
see it . '' The Prophet  said, "Do you know what  that  was'' He said, "No.'' The Prophet  said,  

»∠マ∇ヤ⌒ゎ ⊥る∠ム⌒もゅ∠ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ろ∠ル∠キ ∠マ⌒ゎ∇ヲ∠ダ⌒ャ ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠れ∇ぺ∠ゲ∠ホ 

∠ろ∇エ∠ら∇タ∠ほ∠ャ ⊥ゲ⊥ヌ∇レ∠Α ⊥サゅｚレャや ∩ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ゅ∠ャ ン∠ケやヲ∠わ∠ゎ ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ«  

(They were the angels, they came close hearing your voice (recit ing Surat  Al-Baqarah), and if  
you had kept  reading, the people would have been able to see the angels when the morning 
came, and the angels would not  be hidden from their eyes.)  

This is the narrat ion reported by Imam Abu Ubayd Al-Qasim bin Salam in his book Fada'il Al-
Qur'an. 

Virtues of Surat Al-Baqarah and Surat Al ` Imran 
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Imam Ahmad said that  Abu Nu` aym narrated to them that  Bishr bin Muhaj ir said that  ` Abdullah 
bin Buraydah narrated to him from his father, "I was sit t ing with the Prophet  and I heard him 
say,  

»やヲ⊥ヨｚヤ∠バ∠ゎ ∠り∠ケヲ⊥シ ⌒り∠ゲ∠ボ∠ら∇ャや ｚラ⌒み∠プ ゅ∠ワ∠グ∇カ∠ぺ ∩∀る∠ミ∠ゲ∠よ ゅ∠ヰ∠ミ∇ゲ∠ゎ∠ヱ 

∩∀り∠ゲ∇ジ∠ェ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ⊥バΒ⌒ト∠わ∇ジ∠ゎ る∠ヤ∠ト∠ら∇ャや«  

(Learn Surat  Al-Baqarah, because in learning it  there is blessing, in ignoring it  there is sorrow, 
and the sorceresses cannot  memorize it .)  

He kept  silent  for a while and then said,  

»やヲ⊥ヨｚヤ∠バ∠ゎ ∠り∠ケヲ⊥シ ⌒り∠ゲ∠ボ∠ら∇ャや ∠メへ∠ヱ ∠ラや∠ゲ∇ヨ⌒ハ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚル⌒み∠プ 

∩⌒ラや∠ヱや∠ゲ∇ワｚゴャや ⌒ラゅｚヤ⌒ヌ⊥Α ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ∠ら⌒ェゅ∠タ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚル∠ほ∠ミ 

⌒ラゅ∠わ∠ョゅ∠ヨ∠ビ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ⌒ラゅ∠わ∠Αゅ∠Β∠ビ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ⌒ラゅ∠ホ∇ゲ⌒プ ∇リ⌒ョ ∃ゲ∇Β∠デ 

∩ｚフや∠ヲ∠タ ｚラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∠ラへゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ヴボ∇ヤ∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ら⌒ェゅ∠タ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや 

∠リΒ⌒ェ ぁペ∠ゼ∇レ∠Α ⊥ヮ∇レ∠ハ ⊥ロ⊥ゲ∇ら∠ホ ⌒モ⊥ィｚゲャゅ∠ミ ⌒ょ⌒ェゅｚゼャや ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠プ 

⊥ヮ∠ャ :∇モ∠ワ ∨ヶ⌒レ⊥プ⌒ゲ∇バ∠ゎ ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠プ :ゅ∠ョ ∠マ⊥プ⌒ゲ∇ハ∠ぺ .⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠プ :ゅ∠ル∠ぺ 

∠マ⊥ら⌒ェゅ∠タ ⊥ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ヵ⌒グｚャや ∠マ⊥ゎ∇ほ∠ヨ∇ニ∠ぺ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ゲ⌒ィや∠ヲ∠ヰ∇ャや 

⊥れ∇ゲ∠ヰ∇シ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇Β∠ャ∠マ∠ヤ ｚラ⌒ま∠ヱ ｚモ⊥ミ ∃ゲ⌒ィゅ∠ゎ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒¬や∠ケ∠ヱ ∩⌒ヮ⌒ゎ∠ケゅ∠イ⌒ゎ 

∠マｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒¬や∠ケ∠ヱ あモ⊥ミ ∃り∠ケゅ∠イ⌒ゎ ヴ∠ト∇バ⊥Β∠プ ∠マ∇ヤ⊥ヨ∇ャや 

⌒ヮ⌒レΒ⌒ヨ∠Β⌒よ ∠ギ∇ヤ⊥ガ∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ャゅ∠ヨ⌒ゼ⌒よ ⊥ノ∠ッヲ⊥Α∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ヮ⌒シ∇ぺ∠ケ ⊥ァゅ∠ゎ 

∩⌒ケゅ∠ホ∠ヲ∇ャや ヴ∠ジ∇ム⊥Α∠ヱ ⊥ロや∠ギ⌒ャや∠ヱ ⌒ラゅ∠わｚヤ⊥ェ ゅ∠ャ ⊥ュヲ⊥ボ∠Α ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ∠ャ ∠ぺ⊥モ∇ワ 

∩ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ⌒ラゅ∠ャヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠プ :ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ゅ∠レΒ⌒ジ⊥ミ ∨や∠グ∠ワ ⊥メゅ∠ボ⊥Β∠プ :⌒グ∇カ∠ほ⌒よ 

ゅ∠ヨ⊥ミ⌒ギ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ｚユ⊥を ⊥メゅ∠ボ⊥Α :∇ぺ∠ゲ∇ホや ∇ギ∠バ∇タや∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ァ∠ケ∠キ 
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⌒るｚレ∠イ∇ャや ∩ゅ∠ヰ⌒プ∠ゲ⊥ビ∠ヱ ∠ヲ⊥ヰ∠プ ヶ⌒プ ∃キヲ⊥バ⊥タ ゅ∠ョ ∠ュや∠キ ⊥ぺゲ∇ボ∠Α や６グ∠ワ 

∠ラゅ∠ミ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ゅ⇔ヤΒ⌒ゎ∇ゲ∠ゎ«  

(Learn Surat  Al-Baqarah and Al ` Imran because they are two lights and they shade their people 
on the Day of Resurrect ion, j ust  as two clouds, two spaces of shade or two lines of (f lying) 
birds. The Qur'an will meet  it s companion in the shape of a pale-faced man on the Day of 
Resurrect ion when his grave is opened. The Qur'an will ask him, 'Do you know me' The man will 
say, 'I do not  know you.' The Qur'an will say, 'I am your companion, the Qur'an, which has 
brought  you thirst  during the heat  and made you stay up during the night . Every merchant  has 
his certain t rade. But , this Day, you are behind all t ypes of t rade.' Kingship will then be given 
to him in his right  hand, eternal life in his left  hand and the crown of grace will be placed on 
his head. His parents will also be granted two garments that  the people of this life could never 
afford. They will say, 'Why were we granted these garments' It  will be said, 'Because your son 
was carrying the Qur'an. ' It  will be said (to the reader of the Qur'an), 'Read and ascend through 
the levels of Paradise.' He will go on ascending as long as he recites, whether recit ing slowly or 
quickly.)''  

Ibn Maj ah also recorded part  of this Hadith from Bishr bin Al-Muhaj ir, and this chain of 
narrators is Hasan, according to the criteria of Imam Muslim.  

A part  of this Hadith is also supported by other Hadiths. For instance, Imam Ahmad recorded 
that  Abu Umamah Al-Bahili said that  he heard the Messenger of Allah say,  

»やヱ⊥ぺ∠ゲ∇ホや ∠ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ⊥ヮｚル⌒み∠プ ∀ノ⌒プゅ∠セ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ワ∠ほ⌒ャ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや 

やヱ⊥ぺ∠ゲ∇ホや ∩⌒リ∇Α∠ヱや∠ゲ∇ワｚゴャや ∠り∠ゲ∠ボ∠ら∇ャや ∠メへ∠ヱ ∩∠ラや∠ゲ∇ヨ⌒ハ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚル⌒み∠プ 

⌒ラゅ∠Β⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚル∠ほ∠ミ ∩⌒ラゅ∠わ∠ョゅ∠ヨ∠ビ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚル∠ほ∠ミ 

⌒ラゅ∠わ∠Αゅ∠Β∠ビ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚル∠ほ∠ミ ゅ∠ホ∇ゲ⌒プ⌒ラ ∇リ⌒ョ ∃ゲ∇Β∠デ ∩ｚフや∠ヲ∠タ 

⌒ラゅｚィゅ∠エ⊥Α ∇リ∠ハ ゅ∠ヨ⌒ヰ⌒ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや«  

(Read the Qur'an, because it  will intercede on behalf  of it s people on the Day of Resurrect ion. 
Read the two lights, Al-Baqarah and Al ` Imran, because they will come in the shape of two 
clouds, two shades or two lines of birds on the Day of Resurrect ion and will argue on behalf  of 
their people on that  Day.)  

The Prophet  then said,  
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» やヱ⊥ぺ∠ゲ∇ホや ∠り∠ゲ∠ボ∠ら∇ャや ｚラ⌒み∠プ ゅ∠ワ∠グ∇カ∠ぺ ∀る∠ミ∠ゲ∠よ ゅ∠ヰ∠ミ∇ゲ∠ゎ∠ヱ ∀り∠ゲ∇ジ∠ェ 

ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ⊥バΒ⌒ト∠わ∇ジ∠ゎ る∠ヤ∠ト∠ら∇ャや«  

(Read Al-Baqarah, because in having it  there is blessing, and in ignoring there is a sorrow and 
the sorceresses cannot  memorize it .)  

Also, Imam Muslim narrated this Hadith in the Book of Prayer  

Imam Ahmad narrated that  An-Nawwas bin Sam` an said that  the Prophet  said,  

»ヴ∠ゎ∇ぽ⊥Α ⌒ラへ∇ゲ⊥ボャゅ⌒よ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ 

∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠Α ⌒ヮ⌒よ ユ⊥ヰ⊥ョ∠ギ∇ボ∠ゎ ⊥り∠ケヲ⊥シ ⌒り∠ゲ∠ボ∠ら∇ャや ⊥メへ∠ヱ ラや∠ゲ∇ヨ⌒ハ«  

(On the Day of Resurrect ion the Qur'an and its people who used to implement  it  will be brought  
forth, preceded by Surat  Al-Baqarah and Al ` Imran.)  

An-Nawwas said, "The Prophet  set  three examples for these two Surahs and I did not  forget  
these examples ever since. He said,  

»ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚル∠ほ∠ミ ∩⌒ラゅ∠わ∠ョゅ∠ヨ∠ビ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ⌒ラゅ∠わｚヤ⊥ニ ⌒ラや∠ヱや∠キヲ∠シ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ 

∩∀ベ∇ゲ∠セ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚル∠ほ∠ミ ゅ∠ホ∇ゲ⌒プ⌒ラ ∇リ⌒ョ ∃ゲ∇Β∠デ ∩ｚフや∠ヲ∠タ 

⌒ラゅｚィゅ∠エ⊥Α ∇リ∠ハ ゅ∠ヨ⌒ヰ⌒ら⌒ェゅ∠タ«  

(They will come like two clouds, two dark shades or two lines of birds arguing on behalf  of their 
people.)  

It  was also recorded in Sahih Muslim and At -Tirmidhi narrated this Hadith, which he rendered 
Hasan Gharib. 

Surat Al-Baqarah was revealed in Al-Madinah 

There is no disagreement  over the view that  Surat  Al-Baqarah was revealed in its ent irety in Al-
Madinah. Moreover, Al-Baqarah was one of the f irst  Surahs to be revealed in Al-Madinah, while, 
Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇やヲ⊥ボｚゎや∠ヱ ゅ⇔ョ∇ヲ∠Α ∠ラヲ⊥バ∠ィ∇ゲ⊥ゎ ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ヮｚヤャやび  
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